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FW Desk
SAS Nagar (Mohali)

With 7,000 teachers from 2,000 
schools across 23 districts of pun-
jab attending a two-day training 
program - Business Blasters - has 
entered the next stage of its imple-
mentation.

punjab school education de-
partment conducted this special 
training. this is a first of its kind 
ambitious project of the aam 
aadmi party (aap) government 
in punjab where the party had 
promised to bring about revolu-
tionary changes in the education 
field in its election campaign in 
2022.

Business Blasters is a student 
entrepreneurship program first 
launched in 2021 by the aap-run 
delhi government with seed capi-
tal of rs.60 crore. Chief Minister 

Bhagwant Mann-led government 
planned to replicate this in punjab 
under ‹punjab young entrepre-
neurs program scheme›. it aims 
at cultivating the entrepreneurial 
mindset of 11th-grade students in 
the state’s 2,000 government se-
nior secondary schools. initially, 
it was launched as a pilot project 
in november 2022 in 32 govern-
ment senior secondary schools 
of 9 districts of state. total 11,000 

students of 11th-grade participated 
and over 3000 of them received 
the seed money of rs. 2000 per 
student to try their business ideas 
in a real-world situation. in delhi 
government schools, 3 lakh stu-
dents of 11th and 12th grade had 
been provided the same amount

Based on the success of the 
pilot program, the punjab gov-
ernment decided to launch the 
full-fledged program. notably, 
Vocational education stream was 
introduced in punjab schools in 
1975 and has since been continu-
ing. From the government point 
of view, the Business Blasters pro-
gram will give punjab’s younger 
generation vision and purpose 
of life by preparing it mentally 
to tackle challenges of unemploy-
ment, drug addiction and migra-
tion by opening entrepreneurial 
avenues from the school stage. 

Jagmohan singh 
Amritsar 

union Home secretary ajay 
Kumar Bhalla today paid obei-
sance at sachkhand sri Har-
mandir sahib.  Later he was 
honoured at sikh shrine’s in-
formation office with a photo 
of sri Harmandir sahib and a 
book by sgpC member advo-
cate Bhagwant singh sialka 
and secretary partap singh. 

on behalf of the sgpC 
president advocate Harjinder 
singh dhami, sgpC member 
and secretary handed over a 
memorandum of demand in 
the name of union Home 
Minister  amit shah to the 
union Home secretary re-
garding the clemency case 

of  Balwant singh rajoana 
and sought his release from 
jail. it has been said in the 
demand that following its noti-
fication issued on the occasion 
of 550th prakash gurpurb 
of sri guru nanak dev Ji in 
2019, the Ministry of Home 
affairs, government of india 
should commute the death 
sentence of rajoana to life 
imprisonment and also order 
his release as he has already 
served more jail term than the 
life i.e. about 28 years. 

the Home secretary lis-
tened seriously to the griev-
ances raised by the sgpC del-
egates and gave an assurance 
of necessary proceedings, said 
the sgpC spokesperson in a 
statement.

Chandigarh: in order to 
ensure procurement of every 
single grain of the paddy crop 
as desired by Chief Minister 
Bhagwant singh Mann, pun-
jab Mandi Board has notified 
1854 purchase centres to ensure 
hassle-free procurement opera-
tions, beginning from october 
1, said agriculture and Farm-
ers Welfare Minister gurmeet 
singh Khudian.

 Khudian, along with punjab 
Mandi Board Chairman Harch-
and singh Barsat and special 
Chief secretary Mr. Kap sinha, 
was holding threadbare delibera-
tions with the representatives 
of arthiya associations and 

Mandi Mazdoor unions here 
at Kisan Bhawan to address their 
demands and issues being faced 
by them. He assured them that 
the punjab government will 
consider their all legitimate de-
mands sympathetically and their 
interests would not get ham-
pered. “CM Bhagwant singh 

Mann led punjab government 
is fully committed for the welfare 
of labourers and farmers. all 
the arrangements are in place 
to ensure smooth paddy pro-
curement, “ he said. agriculture 
Minister informed that the state 
government has already revised 
the labour rates for the grain 

market workers by increasing 
it 1.04% as per consumer price 
index on september 20, 2023.

apart from notifying the 
purchase centres, the agricul-
ture Minister said that all the 
arrangements have been made 
at grain markets for the farmers 
and labourers. He emphasised 
that the government will not let 
the farmers face any hardships. 

He also urged the farmers to 
bring the fully ripened crop to 
the mandis so that they do not 
have to face any problem in sell-
ing their crop. secretary punjab 
Mandi Board amrit Kaur gill 
and other senior officials were 
also present in the meeting. 

arvind kejriwal and 
bhagwant Mann 
to inaugurate the 
special ward of Mata 
kaushalya hospital 
Patiala on oct 2
Chandigarh: the aam 
aadmi party (aap) national 
convenor and delhi Chief 
Minister arvind Kejriwal 
and punjab Chief Minister 
Bhagwant Mann will inau-
gurate a new district level 
special ward at Mata Kaush-
alya Hospital in patiala on 
october 2.

aap aadmi party punjab 
leader and Mandi Board 
Chairman Harchand singh 
Barsat informed about 
this program of both CMs 
through a statement from 
the party headquarters on 
Friday. He said that after 
the inauguration, arvind 
Kejriwal and Bhagwant 
Mann will also address a 
party rally at new apollo 
ground of patiala.

Barsat said that testing 
machines and other health 
equipment with latest tech-
nology have been installed 
in the new special ward 
built in Mata Kaushalya 
Hospital. all types of tests 
and treatment facilities will 
be available here. He said 
that in the coming time, the 
punjab government is plan-
ning to build more hospitals 
all over punjab.

111 ultras active in J&k, 
71 of them foreigners
FW Desk

a total of 31 terrorists have been 
killed in the Kashmir Valley so 
far this year through a series 
of successful joint operations 
involving the army, police, and 
paramilitary forces, according 
to Jammu and Kashmir police.

official sources reported that, 
as of september 26, a total of 47 
terrorists have been eliminated 
by security forces in the J&K 
union territory. these statistics 
include 38 foreign terrorists and 
nine local militants. 

in 2022, a total of 187 terror-
ists were neutralized, compris-
ing 57 foreign and 130 local 
insurgents. the data further 
reveals that from January 1 to 
september 26, 204 terrorists 
were apprehended. presently, 
Jammu and Kashmir has 111 
active terrorists, with 71 being 
foreign and 40 local combatants, 
marking a significant decrease 
from the 137 active terrorists 
recorded the previous year.

Jagmohan singh
Amritsar 

union Home Minister and 
Minister of Cooperation amit 
shah chaired the 31st meeting 
of the northern Zonal Council 
at amritsar, punjab, today. 
Chief Ministers of punjab, 
Haryana & Himachal pradesh, 
Lt. governors of delhi, Jammu 
Kashmir & Ladakh, admin-
istrator of Chandigarh, se-
nior Ministers from member 
states, union Home secretary, 
secretary, inter state Council 
secretariat, Chief secretaries 
from the member states in 
the northern Zone and other 
senior officers from the states 
and uts and Central Minis-
tries & departments partici-
pated in the meeting.

in a official release issued here, 
amit shah said that in the last 5 
years, under the leadership of 
prime Minister narendra Modi, 

the role of zonal councils has 
changed from advisory nature 
to action platforms. He said that 
northern Zonal Council has an 
important place from the point of 
view of development and security 
of the country, with 21% of the 
country’s land and 13% of the 
population, more than 35% of the 
food grains are produced in the 
northern region. shri shah said 
that the majority of personnel in 
the Central armed police Forces 
(CapFs) and army, guarding the 

country’s borders, come from the 
states and union territories in 
the northern Zonal Council.

union Home Minister said that 
under the leadership of prime 
Minister narendraModi, the 
government has been successful 
in cracking down on narcotics and 
terrorism. He said that the Modi 
government is committed towards 
strengthening the security system 
on the border, soon anti-drone 
system will be deployed on our 
country’s borders. 

kavita sharma
New Delhi 

Congress party  tore into the 
lies of the prime Minister 
narendraModi for alleging 
in Madhya pradesh that the 
party (Congress) was against 
women’s reservation. 

Congress spokesperson 
and Chairman of the Media 
and publicity pawanKhera 
described Modi as a certified 
liar for speaking such blunt 
lies. narendraModi is the only 
prime Minister who has iden-
tified himself as a “certified 
liar”, he alleged. 

addressing a press confer-
ence at the aiCC headquar-
ters here today, pawanKhera 
referred to  Modi’s election 
speech in Bhopal , where he 
falsely accused Congress of 
being against the women 
reservation. 

He said, nothing can be far 
from the truth than what the 
pM alleged. He pointed out, it 
was the Congress which had 
started the process of reserva-
tion for women in local bodies 
way back in 1989 when the 
then prime Minister rajiv 
gandhi had brought a law 
for this. He said, while the bill 
was passed in the Loksabha, 
it couldn’t be passed in the 
rajyasabha as the BJp had 
then opposed it and its vet-

eran leaders like atalBihari 
Vajpayee, LK advani, ram 
Jethmalani and Jaswant 
singh had voted against it in 
the rajyasabha. 

taking a dig at the prime 
Minister, pawanKhera said, 
wherever Modi sets his feet, 
the Congress wins. in states 
like Himachal pradesh and 
Karnataka, where the pM 
had campaigned, Congress 
had won hands down. that 
way he is proving to  be our 
‘star campaigner’, he re-
marked tauntingly, while 
pointing out that how in 
Madhya pradesh yesterday 
the pM only spoke about 
the Congress and did not 
mention a single achieve-
ment of his party’s govern-
ment during last 18 years. He 
said, only if the pM starts 
speaking some truth he can 
become the ‘star campaigner’ 
of the Congress party. 

replying to a question 
about BJp releasing the list 
of candidates,  Khera said, 
the BJp probably was trying 
to copy Congress in Karnata-
ka as it released the list early, 
hoping that might fetch vic-
tory. He said no matter how 
early you release the list, field 
whosoever you want to field, 
but what is going to hap-
pen is obvious. He said, it is 
being seen in all surveys by 
the television channels and 
BJp’s own survey. 

to another question on 
enforcement directorate 
(ed) raids on a rajasthan 
Minister, Khera remarked, it 
would be surprising if there 
were no such raids. He said, 
the ed was conducting special 
recruitment’s for five states, 
going to polls this year, for 
another three months. He 
said, they had made a joke 
of the CBi and ed. 

FW Desk

a special nia court in srinagar 
has denied bail to ten second-
rung separatist leaders and 
activists. these individuals 
were arrested earlier this year 
in connection with a case involv-
ing the revival of the banned 
outfit JKLF.

the arrests took place on July 
9 when the police detained 43 
individuals at Habib restaurant 
in srinagar. subsequently, 33 
of them, including 32 adults 
and one juvenile, were released 
after furnishing bonds as no 
incriminating evidence was 
found against them. However, 
the remaining ten accused were 
arrested and have been facing 
legal proceedings. the addition-
al sessions Judge, designated 
under the nia act, sandeep 
gandotra, rejected the bail ap-
plications of these ten individu-

als, expressing concerns that 
their release at this stage could 
pose a risk to public and state 
interests. the accused had been 
charged under various sections 
of the uap act, but the court 
noted that it had not reached a 
stage where it could confirm the 
truthfulness of these allegations.

the court stressed that seri-
ous allegations had been made 
against the accused, and ob-
jectionable and incriminating 

materials, including letters writ-
ten by yaseen Malik advocat-
ing for the freedom of Jammu 
and Kashmir and photographs 
promoting “Kashmir Banega 
pakistan,” were seized from 
some of them. additionally, it 
was alleged that some of the 
accused had been in contact 
with terrorists across the bor-
der in pakistan. the court also 
mentioned that investigations 
were ongoing, with reports from 

the Forensic science Laboratory 
(FsL) pending, including CCtV 
and dVr footage from Habib 
restaurant and electronic gad-
get analysis. one of the accused, 
Mohammad yaseen Bhat, had 
a report spanning 55,000 pages 
related to his case.

as a result, the court ruled 
that the accused individuals 
were not entitled to bail at this 
stage. it cited section 43(d) 
proviso 5, suggesting that their 
release could jeopardize public 
and state interests. the denied 
bail applications pertain to Fir-
dous ahmad shah, Jahangir 
ahmad Bhat, saheel alias suhail 
ahmad Mir, Khursheed ahmad 
Bhat, syed rehman shams alias 
shams-u-din rehmani, sajad 
Hussain gul, Mohammad rafiq 
phaloo alias salim nanaji, gh-
ulam Hassan parray alias Fir-
dousi, Mohammed yaseen Bhat, 
and shabir ahmad dar.

Chhavi Bhatia 
New Delhi

diplomatic tensions between 
india and Canada have unleashed 
a wave of unease, particularly 
among students aspiring to study 
in Canada. the recent suspension 
of visa services for Canadians by 
india, effective september 21, has 
left many eagerly awaiting their 
visas in a state of anxiety.

Harvinder Brar, an immigra-
tion consultant based in Bath-

inda, voiced the collective appre-
hension gripping students and 
their families. He stated, “today, 
over a dozen parents visited 
me to know about the impact 

of the tension between the two 
nations. they are worried that 
visas will be rejected. as of now, 
there’s nothing much to worry 
about for students. However, 
if Canada retaliates and issues 
restrictions on visas, then there 
would be a huge impact, espe-
cially on students in punjab.”

For parents whose children 
are already pursuing studies 
in Canada, there is a growing 
concern about their safety in 
the midst of reports of gang 

violence in the country. the 
situation has prompted india to 
issue an advisory urging indian 
nationals in Canada, including 
students, to exercise utmost 
caution while traveling within 
the nation. tara Chand whose 
daughter is in Canada said, “i 
was planning to visit her but 
if visa restrictions are put in 
place it’s going to be tough. i 
am worried about my daughter 
as i don’t know how things will 
unfold in the days to come.”

FW Desk
Chandigarh 

in an early morning swoop, pun-
jab police on arrested suiting 
punjab Congress MLa sukhpal 
singh Khaira on thursday from 
his Chandigarh residence in an 
old drugs case.  

Khaira had been booked un-
der the narcotic drugs and psy-
chotropic substances (ndps) 
act in 2015 at police station 
Jalalabad in Fazilka district of 
punjab.

as the police raided his 
residence, Khaira went live 
on Facebook alleging his arrest 

was politically motivated. He is 
seen raising slogans denounc-
ing punjab police in a video 
clip shared on social media 
platform X, formerly twitter.

the firebrand leader had 
been elected as the ruling 
aap MLa from Bholath as-
sembly constituency in 2017. 
He was the Leader of opposi-

tion (Lop). But he left the 
party due to irreconcil-
able differences with the 
aap national leadership. 

He had rejoined the 
Congress and survived 
the aap electoral tsu-
nami in 2022 assembly 

elections and got re-elected 
as the Congress candidate 
from his home constituency 
Bholath. He has since been a 
vocal critic of the Bhagwant 
Mann-led aap government 
in punjab.  in past too, Kh-
aira had expressed appre-
hensions that he might be 
arrested. 

n e w  d e l h i :  as the 
global supply chains are 
realigning, india is emerg-
ing as an alternative sup-
ply source given its raw 
materials, low labour costs, 
growing manufacturing 
knowhow, and entrepre-
neurial ability, petroleum 
Minister Hardeep puri said 
on Friday, 

addressing the annual 
meeting of industry cham-
ber pHdCCi, puri said 
that with the transition 
witnessed by energy sec-
tor in recent years, india 
is simultaneously pursu-
ing both traditional fuel 

exploration and energy 
transition.

the minister said that 
india aims to increase its 
net geographic area under 
exploration from 8 per cent 
(0.25 million square km) 
to 15 per cent (0.5 million 
sq. kms) by 2025.

india is a global exporter 
of petroleum products, and 
boasts the fourth-largest 
refining capacity globally, 
he added.

referring to the signifi-
cant milestones achieved in 
biofuel revolution, he not-
ed that the ethanol blend-
ing that has increased from 

1.53 per cent in 2013-14 to 
11 per cent in 2023.

about india’s manufac-
turing aspirations, puri 
said that the manufactur-
ing sector currently com-
prises 17 per cent of the 
nation’s gdp and over 27.3 
million workers. the min-
ister said that economic 
reforms and policies such 
as gst, iBC, asset mon-
etisation, labour law re-
forms, pLi, national in-
frastructure pipeline, and 
gati shakti mission for 
multimodal connectivity, 
have fixed many structural 
deficits. 

punjab’s Business Blasters 
program on to the next stage

union home Minister amit shah chairs 
31st meeting of the nZcouncil at amritsar

sgPc hands over a memorandum 
of demand to union home 
secretary ajay kumar bhalla

Punjab Mandi board notifies 1854 purchase centres for 
smooth paddy procurement operations from october 1

congress tears into Modi’s 
lies on women reservation

sitting congress Mla arrested in aaP-ruled Punjab

diplomatic tensions worry Punjab amid visa suspension for canada

nia court rejects bail plea of 10 hurriyat activists

india emerging as alternative 
supply source: Hardeep puri
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Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu meets Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann ahead of 
the 31st Meeting of the Northern Zonal Council, in Amritsar on Septmber 26.  PHOTO-PRABHJOT GILL 

Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu pays respect at Sri Harmandir Sahib on 
Tuesday. PHOTO-PRABHJOT GILL

AmritsAr: Reiterating firm 
commitment of state govern-
ment to safeguard the interests 
of the state, the Punjab Chief 
Minister Bhagwant Singh Mann 
on Tuesday vehemently raised 
the issues of the state during the 
31st meeting of the Northern 
Zonal Council (NZC) meeting 
chaired by the Union Home 
Minister Amit Shah.

At the very outset the Chief 
Minister welcomed the Union 
Home Minister and the Chief 
Ministers of the other states 
on behalf of the Government 
and the people of Punjab. Pro-
fusely thanking the Ministry 
of Home Affairs for choosing 
this sacred land to organize the 
31st meeting of the Northern 
Zonal Council, he said that this 
is a sacred city, which is deeply 
revered by one and all, in the 
annals of history, where more 
than one lakh devotees from 
all over the world pay homage 
daily to seek peace and solace. 
Bhagwant Singh Mann said 
that the city was a trade hub in 
the past and with the concerted 

efforts of the state government 
it will be very soon our gateway 
to the markets of Central Asia 
and beyond.

The Chief Minister said that 
the hardworking and brave 
Punjabis had closely witnessed 
numerous pages of history un-
folding on this sacred land of 
five rivers. He said that besides 
being the nation’s food bowl, 
Punjab also has a distinction 
of being the sword arm of the 
country and its people are well 
known all over the world for 
their courage, resilience and 

spirit of enterprise. Bhagwant 
Singh Mann said that NZC is 
an excellent platform to raise 
the level of interstate coopera-
tion for our economic develop-
ment as it is in our interest to 
sit together and explore the best 
possibilities of socio-economic 
development in the region, 
which is otherwise geographi-
cally disadvantaged, being land-
locked and with hostile borders.

Batting for need of a genu-
ine federal structure in the 
country, the Chief Minister 
said that the need of more fi-

nancial arid political power to 
the states has been felt across 
the entire spectrum of political 
opinion. He said that there is a 
wide consensus, cutting across 
party lines, that the state govern-
ments need to be given much 
greater operational freedom in 
choosing and financing their 
developmental priorities. Bhag-
want Singh Mann said that fed-
eralism remains one of the basic 
pillars of our Constitution but 
unfortunately, there has been 
a trend towards centralization 
of authority during the past 75 
years. “Everybody knows that 
the state governments are in 
a much better position to un-
derstand, address and solve the 
problems of their people, at the 
cutting edge” he added.

Strongly opposing the de-
mand of Rajasthan for member 
in Bhakra Beas Management 
Board (BBMB), the Chief Min-
ister said that BBMB is a body 
constituted under the provi-
sions of the Punjab Reorganiza-
tion Act 1966, which primarily 
deals with the successor States 

of Punjab and Haryana. He said 
that the state of Rajasthan and 
Himachal Pradesh or any other 
State for that matter is not con-
cerned at all under provisions of 
the above said Act. Bhagwant 
Singh Mann therefore, strongly 
opposed the proposal of having 
a third member in the BBMB 
from the State of Rajasthan or 
Himachal Pradesh.

Flagging the issue of Shanan 
Power House, the Chief Minis-
ter lamented that the issue that 
has been unnecessarily raised 
by Himachal Pradesh regard-
ing transfer of Shanan Power 
House in Jogindernagar on the 
ground that the 99 year lease of 
land given by the Raja of Mandi 
in 1925 is expiring in 2024. He 
said that it is sad that this issue 
has been raised notwithstanding 
that this project was given to 
Punjab State Electricity Board 
(PSEB) under the provisions 
of Punjab Reorganisation Act, 
1966 which is the Act of Parlia-
ment that created the successor 
states of Punjab, Haryana and 
Himachal Pradesh. 

ChAndigArh: After  arrest 
of Congress leader Sukhpal 
Khaira in a 2015 drug smug-
gling case in Punjab, Congress 
leaders comprising state party 
chief Amarinder Singh Raja 
Warring and Leader of Op-
position Partap Singh Bajwa 
were stopped on Friday from 
meeting the arrested leader in 
police custody.

The Congress has accused 
the AAP government of doing 
“vendetta politics”.

“We went to meet our MLA 
Sukhpal Khaira in Fazilka to-
day with senior leadership of 
the Punjab Congress, ” Bajwa 
told the media.

“The police stopped us from 
meeting him. We will fight 
this vendetta of the AAP party 
legally and on the streets. We 
won’t be cowed down by such 
pressure tactics, ” he added.

Sensing a law and order 
problem with the gather-

ing of a large number of the 
Congress workers, the local 
administration has deployed 
a heavy security force.

A Jalalabad court on Thurs-
day granted a two-day police 
remand to Khaira and he has 
been kept at the CIA staff of-
fice in Fazilka. The police were 
asking for a seven-day remand.

Soon after his arrest, a del-
egation of the Congress com-
prising Warring and Bajwa 

called upon Governor Ban-
warilal Purohit and apprised 
him about the vindictive ac-
tion of the AAP government 
against their legislator Khaira, 
an AAP rebel, and sought his 
intervention.

Responding to the arrest 
of the Congress leader, AAP 
MP Sushil Gupta said, “Kh-
aira joined the Congress for 
political protection so that he 
doesn’t get arrested.”

ChAndigArh: Shiromani 
Akali Dal (SAD) President Sukh-
bir Badal on Friday said the Aam 
Aadmi Party (AAP) government 
in Punjab was not only discrimi-
nating against farmers by refus-
ing to release compensation for 
losses suffered in the floods, but 
was also suppressing social activ-
ists and whistleblowers to hide 
the loot of the state exchequer 
at the instance of AAP convener 
Arvind Kejriwal.

Accusing Chief Minister 
Bhagwant Mann of betraying 
the farming community by not 
releasing even the Rs 6, 800 per 
acre compensation sent by the 
Centre, the SAD leader said at 
a gathering here that “the AAP 
government has deliberately de-
layed release of this compensa-
tion by delaying the assessment 
of the crop damage through the 
‘girdawari’ which has not been 
completed till now”.

He said even as farmers in 
this district had suffered losses 
of a few hundred crores after 
an AAP Member of Parliament 
forcibly got all 32 gates of the 
Harike barrage opened, the 
government had earmarked a 

compensation of Rs 8.5 crore for 
the district. “This is a cruel joke 
on our hard working farmers 
who were promised compensa-
tion for even loss of their hens 
and goats but have been left high 
and dry now, ” he said.

Badal also condemned the 
manner in which social activists 
were being threatened if they 
exposed the misdeeds of the AAP 
government. Citing the example 
of activist Manik Goyal, he said 
the activist had received an open 
threat from the Punjab Police to 
delete a tweet giving information 
regarding a bid invited by the 
government to hire a 10-seater 
jet for six months. “It is clear that 
the jet plane is being hired to 
facilitate the campaign of AAP 

convener Arvind Kejriwal in the 
forthcoming Assembly elections 
in several states at the cost of 
the Punjab exchequer, ” he said.

Asserting that such acts of 
suppression were condemnable, 
Badal said SAD would oppose 
the move to hire plane for the 
air travel of Kejriwal tooth and 
nail. “This same money can be 
easily given to farmers to offset 
the losses suffered by them, ” 
he added. The SAD President 
also condemned the manner in 
which AAP legislators were forc-
ing the state police not to take 
action against drug smugglers 
and illegal sand miners.

He said the Tarn Taran 
district police chief had been 
shunted out because he had 
arrested the AAP legislator’s 
brother-in-law for indulging 
in illegal mining. He said simi-
larly AAP legislators were also 
providing political protection to 
drug smugglers by taking money 
from them. “This is why the drug 
menace has increased multifold 
during the AAP regime, ” he said 
while also giving the example of 
police brutality against a lawyer 
in Muktsar.

FW Desk
Rupnagar( Punjab)

In a remarkable display of 
community-driven efforts and 
environmental consciousness, 
District Rupnagar has taken 
significant strides towards a 
cleaner and greener future as 
part of the Swachhata Hi Seva 
(SHS)-2023 campaign. Spear-
headed by the Deputy Commis-
sioner and air pollution experts, 
a series of impactful initiatives 
have left an indelible mark on 
the district’s commitment to 
combatting pollution and fos-
tering cleanliness.

Awareness Drives on Stubble 
Burning- In the initial phase 
of SHS-2023, the district wit-
nessed the organization of a 
groundbreaking “Stubble Burn-
ing Awareness Camp” in Rup-
nagar. Building on this success, 
various camps and meetings 

were conducted across the dis-
trict to enlighten farmers about 
the grave consequences of stub-
ble burning. Furthermore, valu-
able knowledge about paddy 
straw-based biogas plants was 
shared with them. An impres-
sive gathering of approximately 
1,386 Gram Panchayat mem-
bers, IEC specialists, Communi-

ty Development Specialists, and 
Block Resource Coordinators 
actively participated in these 
enlightening sessions.

Cleaning of Legacy Waste 
Site- Taking a hands-on ap-
proach to ensure a pristine en-
vironment, sanitation workers, 
Sub Divisional Engineers, and 
Junior Engineers from the De-
partment of Water Supply & 
Sanitation undertook the noble 
task of clearing legacy waste 
sites. Through a collective effort 
involving 85 sanitation work-
ers, dedicated youth volunteers, 
DWSS officials, IEC special-
ists, Community Development 
Specialists, and Block Resource 
Coordinators, open areas were 
transformed, giving a fresh lease 
of life to these spaces.

Cycle Rally for Swachha-
ta- The youth and citizens of 
District Rupnagar united in a 
spirited “Cycle Rally” organized 

to champion the cause of clean-
liness. Volunteer teams from 
Nehru Yuva Kendra led the 
charge, covering an impressive 
10-kilometer radius to sensitize 
approximately 2,312 citizens. 
The rally served as a powerful 
platform to educate participants 
on waste segregation, the harm-
ful effects of single-use plastics, 
and the paramount importance 
of cleanliness. This event was 
made possible with the support 
of IEC specialists, Community 
Development Specialists, and 
Block Resource Coordinators.

The resounding success of 
these initiatives underscores 
the Government’s unwavering 
commitment to a sustainable 
and cleaner future. The district 
continues to set an inspiring 
example for communities ev-
erywhere, as it strives to make 
the world a better place, one 
step at a time.

Jagmohan singh
Amritsar 

The Telecom Disputes Settle-
ment & Appellate Tribunal 
(TDSAT) organised a seminar 
on “Consumer Grievances & 
Dispute Resolution in Tele-
com, Broadcasting & Cyber 
Sectors” here today. 

In a official release, Justice 
Surya Kant, Judge, Supreme 
Court of India was the Chief 
Guest.  In his address Chief 
Guest applauded the delivery 
system of TDSAT and appre-
ciated that it has held Court 
at Amritsar to facilitate local 
litigants and Advocates.  He 
underlined the need for estab-
lishing permanent Benches of 
TDSAT at different places and 
strengthening its infrastruc-
ture. He emphasised that the 
Tribunals in the country are a 
necessity and are required to be 
strengthened. He very emphati-
cally declared that TDSAT has 
been the outstanding Tribunal 
in the country keeping in view 
the jurisdiction handled by it 
and its delivery system. 

Justice ArunPalli, Judge, 
Punjab and Haryana High 
Court was the Guest of Honour. 

Justice Palli emphasised the 
importance of Dispute resolu-
tion by TDSAT.  He credited the 
Tribunal and its Chairperson for 
reaching out to litigants at their 
doorsteps by holding Courts at 
different places. He highlighted 
the need for regulating OTT 
platforms.

Justice D.N. Patel, Chairper-
son, TDSAT delivered the wel-
come address.  He described the 
jurisdiction, delivery system etc. 
of the TDSAT. He informed the 
gathering that TDSAT has been 
resolving disputes pertaining to 
Telecom, Broadcasting, Cyber, 
AERA matters as expeditiously 
as possible and the disposal rate 
is catching up with the filing 
rate.  He also informed that 
TDSAT has also held Court at 
Amritsar on 22.09.2023 to hear 
the local matters to facilitate the 
litigants of hearing the matters 
at their door steps.

Jagmohan singh
Amritsar 

As many as sixteen farmer 
organizations in Punjab 
are jointly staging   Rail 
Roko (blockade) protests in 
DevidasPura  falling in the 
Amritsar, the main Railway 
line connecting the city with 
the national capital Delhi .

Confirming the Rail Roko 
program against the Centre 
Government SKM (Samyukt-
KisanMorcha) Spokesperson 
Gurbahcan Singh Chabba said 
today sixteen farmers outfit 
would not allow entry or leave 
the train in Amritsar from to-
day 12.00. p.m onwards till 
September 30.

Chabba further informed that 

farmers unions including Kiss-
anMazdoorSangharsh Commit-
tee (KMSC) would carry their 
protest in Punjab and Haryana 
too. He said that farmer’s outfits 
have planned to stage rail block-
ades at 12 locations in various 
districts in Punjab.

Talking about the demands 
of farmers, Chabba said that 
farmers unions demand Rs 
50,000 crore flood relief pack-
age for north Indian states, 
legal guarantee to minimum 
support price (MSP) on farm 
produce and 200 work days 
under MGNREGA. Adding fur-
ther he said that  farmer unions 
were also claiming regarding 
flood damage in North India. As 
the central government should 
release a special package of 50 

thousand crore rupees for North 
India besides setting up a high-
level investigation committee 
to investigate the causes of the 
flood and action should be taken 
against the culprits by investi-
gating unnatural factors such as 
building constructions in drain-
age channels, tampering with 
the natural flow of rivers, etc.

A guarantee law should 
be made on the purchase of 
all crops MSP and the rate 
of all crops should as per 
the recommendation of the 
Dr.Swaminathan Commission 
report, it should be given with a 
formula of C2+50%.  The entire 
debt of farmers and laborers 
should be waived off. Telling 
more about their demands he 
said that drugs like heroin smack 
should strictly be curbed in the 
whole of North India and reha-
bilitation should be arranged 
in the society by providing free 
treatment and employment to 
the youth addicted to drugs.  All 
the police cases slapped during 
the Delhi march (protest) be 
canceled, justice should be done 
in the LakhimpurKhiri murder 
case and Central Minister Ajay 
Mishra should be lodged behind 
the bars as per law, he said.

saTish hanDa
Ambala 

Haryana Home and Health 
Minister  Anil Vij said that 
the Bhoomi Pujan of the Civil 
Enclave to be constructed in 
Ambala Cantonment will be 
performed by Chief Minister  
Manohar Lal on October 15, 
2023 (first Navratri). He said 
that today under the RCS (Re-
gional Connectivity Scheme) 
UDAN scheme, 20 acres of 
land has now been registered 
in the GLR (General Land 
Register) records in the name 
of “Civil Enclave”.

He said that the land has 
been registered in GLR for the 
construction of Civil Enclave 
by the Defence Estate Officer 
of the Defence Ministry. Ear-
lier, this land was registered in 
the name of “Military Dairy 
Farm”. Due to the efforts of 

Home Minister Anil Vij, this 
land has now become available 
through the Airport Author-
ity of India for establishing 
the Civil Enclave under the 
UDAN scheme.

Vij said that the process of 
construction of Civil Enclave 
on 20 acres of land adjacent to 
Ambala Air Force Station will 
start soon and the technical bid 
for construction at a cost of Rs 
16 crore has been opened in 
which three firms have been 
applied.. On the other hand, 
on Thursday, boards and flags 
of RCS Udan Scheme were also 
installed by the administrative 
team on the land proposed 

for Civil Enclave on Air Force 
Station Road. It is noteworthy 
that due to the tireless efforts of 
Home Minister Anil Vij, Civil 
Enclave is being established 
under the RCS Udaan Scheme. 
Recently, an amount of Rs 133 
crores was transferred to the De-
fence Estate Officer in exchange 
of 20 acres of land.

Home Minister Anil Vij said 
that when a Civil Enclave is built 
along with Ambala Air Force 
Station, passengers will check-
in and check-out from here for 
security check. After this, they 
will be taken via bus/Taxi to 
the aircraft inside the Air Force 
station near the airstrip. The 
airstrip of Ambala Air Force 
Station will be used for take-
off and landing the flight. He 
said that the Civil Enclave will 
initially be operated on an adhoc 
basis, later its operations will be 
expanded.

saTish hanDa

During recent North Zone 
Council meeting presided by 
the Union Home Minister Amit 
Shah in Amritsar, Haryana Chief 
Minister Manohar Lal Khat-
tar raised prime issue of inter-
state water disputes over the 
SYL canal water project. In this 
meeting Khattar also raised ian 
ssue as regard Punjab Univer-
sity’s affiliation for colleges in 

Panchkula, Ambala and Yamu-
nanagar in Haryana state. Khat-
tar also raised the issue of the 
Sutlej-Yamuna Link (SYL) Canal 
project that is meant to connect 
the Sutlej and Yamuna rivers 

and pointed fingers at Punjab 
for creating confusion on this 
important issue, stressing the 
issue legal distribution of water 
between the both states. The 
Haryana CM said that when we 
raised the issue of construction 
of the SYL Canal, Punjab raised 
the issue that availability of water 
has reduced, whereas  the issue 
of construction of the SYL canal 
and quantity of water are two 
separate issues. 

Lookout notice against 
former Punjab FM
FW Desk
Chandigarh

Former Punjab Finance Min-
ister Manpreet Singh Badal’s 
troubles have increased with 
issuing of Look Out Circular 
(LoC) against him on Tuesday 
by Vigilance Bureau, Punjab.

The development comes 
in the wake of 
searches at his 
Bhatinda resi-
dence Monday 
where the VB 
teams had gone 
to arrest him af-

ter booking him and five others 
in a case of alleged cheating 
and forgery in a purchase of 
two plots of land at a prime 
location in Bhatinda.  Officials 
said his whereabouts were not 
known.All airports have been 
put on alert as the VB suspects 

Woman drug smuggler 
arrested with nearly 52 
gm heroine from her 
undergarments at Ambala
saTish hanDa

Haryana state Naecotics 
Control Bureau team on 
a clue that a woman drug 
smuggler carrying heroine 
for supply at the Automo-
bile Market Ambala City 
situated on G.T. Road 
driving on her Activa 
two-wheeler on Tuesday 
late evening was arrested. 
Police team held a bar-
rier near the Jandi Mandir 
close to the motor mar-
ket and after sometime 
saw a woman driving on 
a scooter when she tried 
to run away seeing police 
standing accompanied by 
a female police constable 
near G.T. Road, but she was 
caught by the police team. 

Guest Lecture on South 
Asia: A Region Between 
Hope and Despair at KCA
FW Desk
Amritsar 

The P.G. Department of Political 
and Public Administration un-
der the patronage of Dr. Mehal 
Singh, Principal, Khalsa Col-
lege, Amritsar (KCA) organized 
a Guest Lecture on South Asia: 
A Region Between Hope and 
Despair. DrDhananjayTripa-
thi, Chairperson and Associate 
Professor, Department of Inter-
national Relations, South Asian 
University, New Delhi was the re-
source person who spoke on the 
broader theme of the South Asia 
in the contemporary context. Dr. 
Devender Singh, Registrar of the 
college welcomed the esteemed 
speaker.  Dr. Tirpathi in his lecture 
said that a discussion on contem-
porary South Asia is incomplete 
without a mention of Amritsar. It 
is important because South Asia is 
not only a post-colonial but also 
a post-partitioned region. 

Punjab CM vehemently raises issues of state before Amit Shah in NZC meet

Punjab not releasing relief for crop 
loss in floods, says Sukhbir Badal 

Punjab Congress leaders not allowed to meet arrested MLA

Bhagwant said can’t spare a drop of water, whereas Khattar 
blameds Punjab for creating confusion over SYL canal project

Three days Rail Roko protests beings 
by 16 farmers outfit in Punjab

TDSAT organises Seminar on Consumer 
Grievances & Dispute Resolution in Telecom, 
Broadcasting & Cyber Sectors” in Amritsar

“Awareness Drives, Legacy WasteCleanup, and a Cycle Rally 
Spearhead Swachhata Campaign in District Rupnagar”

Bhoomi Pujan of  the Civil Enclave for Ambala  Airport will 
be performed by C M Manohar Lal on October 15 : Anil Vij
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Meenakshi Bhattacharya 
New Delhi

The Law Commission held a 
meeting on Wednesday to pre-
pare the final report on ‘One 
Country One Election’. How-
ever, after the meeting, the com-
mission said they needed more 
time. The Law Commission said 
that more detailed discussion is 
needed on the matter.

The Law Commission could 
not reach any decision on one 
country one election. The Law 
Commission held a meeting 
on Wednesday to prepare the 
final report on One Country 
One Election. However, after 
the meeting, the commission 
said they needed more time. The 
Law Commission said that more 
detailed discussion is needed on 
the matter.

No final decision was taken 
in Wednesday’s meeting chaired 
by Chairman Rituraj Avasthi. 
The commission may report 
next week. Similarly, the Law 
Commission may give a report 
on the POCSO Act very soon. 
The law commission is sup-
posed to prepare a report on 

increasing the age limit for the 
enforcement of the POCSO Act 
from 18 to 16. A third matter 
is also pending before the Law 
Commission. That is to amend 
the law to make filing of FIRs 
online. The Law Commission 
has said that constitutional 
amendment is necessary to 
make ‘one country one elec-
tion’. Also, the Law Commis-
sion wants to discuss the issue 
with the recognized regional 
and national parties in the state 
government, MPs and other 
parties.

On the other hand, the cen-
tral government has formed a 
committee under the leader-

ship of former President Ram 
Nath Kovind to recommend 
‘one country, one election’. Two 
other retired judges are also 
on the committee with him. 
This new committee is going 
to look into whether the policy 
of ‘one country one vote’ can be 
implemented in the country at 
present. 

According to sources, BJP’s 
All India President JP Nadda 
reached Ramnath Kovind’s 
house with a wreath as soon 
as the name of the new com-
mittee chief was announced. 
However, it is not known what 
was the discussion between the 
two big shots. 

Meenakshi Bhattacharya
New Delhi 

The Women’s Reservation Bill 
passed recently during the 
special session of Parliament 
has got the approval of the 
President. President Draupadi 
Murmu has signed this bill, af-
ter which it has taken the form 
of law. As soon as President 
Draupadi Murmu’s consent 
was received, the Government 
of India has issued a gazette 
notification for the Women’s 
Reservation Bill. With this, PM 
Narendra Modi’s government 
has fulfilled its promise to half 
the country’s population. Let 
us tell you that this bill was 
introduced in the Parliament 
under the name of ‘Nari Shakti 
Vandan Bill’, which has now 
become a law.

After the enactment of the 
Women’s Reservation Act, now 
33 percent seats have been re-
served for women in both the 
houses of the country’s Parlia-
ment - Lok Sabha and Rajya 

Sabha. Besides, women have got 
the right to 33 percent reserva-
tion in the legislative assemblies 
of all the states of the country. 
Now one-third seats have been 
reserved for women in all the 
assemblies including the Par-
liament of the country. Earlier 
in the all-party meeting, many 
leaders of political parties had 
strongly advocated for reserva-
tion for women.

This bill was stuck for almost 
27 years. It is known that the 
Women’s Reservation Bill has 
been hanging in the balance 
since 1996. 

PM pays tributes to 
Jan Sangh leader Deen 
Dayal Upadhyaya on 
birth anniversary

New Delhi: Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi on Monday 
paid tributes to Jan Sangh 
leader Deendayal Upadhyaya 
on his birth anniversary.

Modi, in a post on X (for-
merly Twitter), said that the 
personality and work of Pandit 
Deendayal Upadhyaya, the 
founder of Antyodaya, who 
dedicated his entire life to the 
service of Mother India, will 
always remain a source of in-
spiration for the countrymen.

The prime minister also 
shared his thoughts on Deen-
dayal Upadhyaya.

Upadhyaya was a Jan Sangh 
leader, who was born on Sep-
tember 25, 1916. Jan Sangh 
was the forerunner of the BJP. 

FW Desk
New Delhi

Ministry of Textiles has ap-
proved 18 R&D projects worth 
Rs. 46.74 crore  across key 
strategic areas of Geotech, 
Protech, Indutech, Sustain-
able Textiles, Sportech, Smart 
E-Textiles, Meditech segments 
during the 7th meeting of Mis-
sion Steering Group (MSG) 
of   National Technical Textiles 
Mission Thursday in New Delhi.

Chairing the meeting Union 
Minister Piyush Goyal empha-
sized that Industry and Insti-
tute’s pro-active and robust 
engagement was essential for 
the indigenous development of 
technical textiles in India

Among these 18 R&D proj-
ects, 14 are high value Projects, 3 
are Prototype Grant projects and 
1 is Ideation Grant project. The 
projects cover different applica-
tion areas of technical textiles 
including 1 Projects from Geo-
tech, 2 of Protech, 2 Indutech, 2 
Sportech, 5 Sustainable Textiles, 
3 Meditech, 3 Smart & E Textiles 
and 1 Geotextiles were approved. 
The approved projects were led 
by institutes and research bod-
ies including BTRA, ATIRA, 
IIT Delhi, IIT Jammu, NIT Ja-
landhar, IIT Kharagpur, CSIR 
New Delhi, IIT Madras, among 

others.
U n i o n 

Minister 
reviewed 
the progress 
of differ-

ent components of National 
Technical Textiles Mission in-
cluding review of sanctioned 
R&D products, R&D projects 
in Mission mode, Formation 
of a committee for Startups 
in Technical Textiles under 
GREAT Guidelines, Outreach 
activities and events including 
6th Edition of MOT-FICCI-BIS 
National conclave on Standards 
& Regulations and Meditex con-
ference in July and September 
2023, respectively.

Emphasis should be on R&D 
for globally highly imported 
technical textiles items, apart 
from import-dependent techni-
cal textiles items and specialty 
fibres in India, he further added.

Besides, the progress on the 
education, training & skill devel-
opment front was also reviewed 
by the Union Minister wherein 
26 applications from 15 Public 
and 11 Private institutes valuing 
Rs. 151.02 crore were approved 
for introducing papers, procur-
ing laboratory infrastructure 
and training of trainers across 
different application areas of 
technical textiles. 

ariBaM BishWajit
Imphal 

The atmosphere in Manipur 
has grown tense, marked by 
the unmistakable and increas-
ingly frequent sounds of tear 
gas canisters being fired. This 
underscores the state govern-
ment’s mounting challenges in 
maintaining order. Highlighting 
the severity of the situation, a 
large crowd believed to be from 
various valley districts made a 
significant move by attempt-
ing to besiege the residence of 
Chief Minister N Biren Singh in 
Luwangsangbam on Thursday 
evening.

This mobilization was not 
merely an impulsive act of un-
rest. The crowd was an integral 
part of a broader protest move-
ment, demanding that the state 
administration apprehend those 
responsible for the tragic deaths 
of two students from the Meitei 
community - Hijam Linthoin-
gambi and Phijam Hemjit. Im-
ages capturing the harrowing 

final moments of these young 
individuals, as well as haunt-
ing shots of their lifeless bodies, 
rapidly spread across social media 
platforms. The profound grief 
and indignation evoked by these 
images have struck a particu-
larly poignant chord with those 
residing in the valley districts, 
especially among members of 
the Meitei community. Their 
collective call for justice and ac-
countability grows louder with 
each passing day.

Following the escalation at 
Chief Minister N Biren Singh’s 
residence, valley areas have be-
come a hotspot for clashes be-
tween protestors and security 

forces. The state has borne wit-
ness to numerous demonstra-
tions, resulting in swift and often 
heavy-handed reactions from the 
authorities. These confronta-
tions have left many injured in 
their wake.

In a particularly intense epi-
sode from yesterday’s late-night 
protest, participants denounced 
the alleged overuse of force by 
security personnel during a 
demonstration led by the stu-
dent community on September 
27. This specific incident, which 
resulted in multiple student inju-
ries, has ignited a series of similar 
confrontations across the region.

The standoff that transpired 

last night persisted well into the 
early hours of today. Beginning 
around 8 p.m., it reached its 
peak intensity at around 1.30 
a.m. From northern and south-
ern vantage points, determined 
protestors sought to converge 
on the chief minister’s residence. 
Despite stern warnings from 
the security forces, the crowd’s 
palpable frustration and anger 
towards perceived governmen-
tal shortcomings overpowered 
their sense of restraint. Their 
relentless march was met with 
an equally unyielding response, 
as security forces deployed tear 
gas and smoke bombs to disperse 
the swelling ranks of protesters.

arUn kUMar raO
B e N g a l u r u : The 

dawn-to-dusk Bengaluru 
bandh called to protest re-
lease of Cauvery water to 
Tamil Nadu had all parties 
showing a support for Farmer 
groups that had called for 
bandh hailed it as complete 
success and the government 
thanked people for the peace-
ful protest. However, normal 
life wasn’t exactly crippled as 
public transport remaining 
operational but without many 
passengers to travel.

  Anticipating disruption 
in transport services, Many 
IT and  other establish-
ments, schools had declared 
a holiday. Most of IT  firms 
switched to the work from 
home option with a few 
schools choosing to engage 
kids through web classes. 
BMTC,KSRTC buses and 
Metro services were avail-
able, but they reported poor 
occupancy. Auto rickshaws 
stayed off the roads though 
App based cabs and bike taxis 
were available. Private ve-
hicles moved about on near 
empty roads. While many 
hotels downed their shutters, 
they yet operated for food 
delivery platforms.

As near total bandh ob-
served in Bengaluru over 
Cauvery water sharing con-
troversy, the Cauvery Wa-
ter Regulatory Committee 
(CWRC) recommended re-
lease of 3,000 cusecs of water 
to TN daily for 18 days from 
Sept 28 against the demand 
of TN of 12,500 cusecs daily. 
The Cauvery Water Manage-
ment Authority (CWMA), 
which is expected to meet 
shortly, will take a call on the 
committee’s recommenda-
tion. Karnataka is expected 
to seek further reduction in 
the water to be shared with 
Tamil Nadu. 

Karnataka CM Siddara-
maiah said, he would con-
sult the state’s legal team to 
decide on the next course 
of action. This has come as 
a minor relief to the state 
government, which is fac-
ing widespread protest in the 
Karnataka capital  over re-
lease of Cauvery water to TN. 
Besides Bengaluru shutdown 
on Tuesday, another bandh 
this time across Karnataka 
is being planned for Friday. 
Siddaramaiah , while point-
ing out the supreme court had 
banned bandhs, he admitted 
that people also have the right 
to protest in a democracy. On 
call for state-wide bandh on 
Friday, siddaramaiah said 
government “ will not ob-
struct the protest. Meantime 
Siddaramaiah endorsed the 
demand of Former PM and 
JD(S) supremo HD Deve 
Gowda to setup an inde-
pendednt agency to study 
the dispute and make ap-
propriate remondations. He 
said,” It is welcome step. We 
hope the newfound friendship 
between BJP and JD(S) will 
help the state”. 

Taking a strong objection 
to police arresting people pro-
testing the release of  Cauvery 
water to Tamil Nadu, former 
CM and JDS(S) leader HD 

Kumaraswamy criticised the 
government and called the 
state Congress unit the ‘B’ 
team of the DMK government 
in Tamil Nadu.

  South interior Karnataka, 
which hosts Cauvery basin 
districts and is looking at 
a 27% deficit in rainfall so 
far, is very unlikely to receive 
any relief from the southwest 
monsoon, which will with-
draw by month end. The cri-
sis is acute in Cauvery basin 
districts with deficit balloon-
ing to a whopping 32% --or, 
the region hasn’t received a 
third of its quota of rainfall. 
Karnataka is reeling under 
an overall 19% deficit.

   According IMD, THE 
Cauvery catchment area in 
Karnataka should have re-
ceived 47.5cm of rainfall till 
date. It has received only 32.2 
cm so far, creating a 32% def-
icit. Given that monsoon will 
officially draw to close over 
Karnataka in a week, the defi-
cit over Cauvery catchment 
will continue. IMD also stated 
that southwest monsoon has 
nothing much to improve the 
bleak scenario. The only hope 
is the retreating monsoon. 
From the first to the second 
week of October, the Cauvery 
catchment may receive 8cm 
Rainfall, they added.

Meenakshi Bhattacharya 
New Delhi 

Days after several opposition MPs 
wrote to Lok Sabha Speaker Om 
Birla regarding BJP MP Ramesh 
Bidhuri’s unparliamentary re-
marks against BSP MP Kunwar 
Danish Ali, he has forwarded 
the complaints to the Privileges 
Committee. According to sourc-
es, Speaker Birla has sent the 
complaints against Bidhuri, Lok 
Sabha MP from South Delhi Par-
liamentary Constituency, to the 
Privileges Committee. Chairman 
of Privileges Committee is BJP 
MP Sunil Kumar Singh. BJP MP 
Nishikant Dubey thanked Birla 
for handing over the matter to 
the Privileges Committee. 

BJP MP Nishikant Dubey said 
that today it was possible because 
BJP has majority in Lok Sabha. 
Otherwise, in the first Lok Sabha 
in 2006, RJD-JD(U)-Congress 
fought over shoes and uprooted 
microphones. In 2012 Sonia Gan-
dhi’s attack, in 2014 during the 
formation of Telangana many 
MPs were injured. At that time 
neither committees were formed 
nor anyone was punished. It is 

significant that BJP MP Bidhuri 
had used insulting words against 
Danish Ali during the special ses-
sion of Parliament. After which 
the controversy started. 

After BJP MP Ramesh Bid-
huri’s unparliamentary remarks, 
BSP MP Danish Ali wrote to 
Speaker Birla asking him to hand 
over his case to the Privileges 
Committee and also requested 
him to order an inquiry into the 
matter. BJP has even issued show 
cause notice to party MP Bid-
huri for using unparliamentary 
words against BSP MP in Lok 
Sabha. Bidhuri’s unparliamentary 
remarks sparked outrage and 
opposition leaders demanded 
strict action against her. Congress 
leader Adhir Ranjan Choudhary 
and MPs from other opposition 

parties, the then Speaker on the 
chair, K Suresh, including DMK’s 
Kanimozhi, NCP’s Supriya Sule, 
demanded Bidhuri’s suspension 
from Parliament, saying the 
words he used were such as could 
not be uttered by anyone inside or 
outside the Parliament. Speaker 
Om Birla “seriously noted” the 
objectionable comments made 
by Bidhuri in the House and 
warned him of “stern action” 
against repeating such conduct 
in future. Meanwhile, 11 BJP 
MPs including Nishikant Dubey, 
Ravi Kishan and Harnath Singh 
Yadav wrote to the Speaker and 
accused Danish Ali of incitement. 
So, there is a discussion in the 
political circles whether Danish 
Ali will get justice from the said 
committee or not.

New Delhi: Prime Minis-
ter Narendra Modi, Congress 
President Mallikarjun Kharge, 
party leader Rahul Gandhi on 
Tuesday greeted former Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh on 
his 91st birthday and recalled his 
achievements.

In a post on X, PM Modi said, 
“Birthday wishes to former PM 
Dr. Manmohan Singh Ji. I pray 
for his long life and good health.”

Kharge in a post on X, formerly 
Twitter, said, “On his birthday, I 
extend my best wishes to Former 
Prime Minister, Dr Manmohan 
Singh ji. He is a rare example of 
simplicity, dignity and grace in 
politics. A true statesman Prime 
Minister, whose actions spoke 
more than his words, we are for-
ever grateful for his tremendous 
contribution to the nation. Wish-
ing him good health, happiness 
and a long life ahead.”

Rahul Gandhi in a post on X 
said, “Former Prime Minister, 
Dr Manmohan Singh ji’s integ-
rity, unwavering commitment to 
nation-building and economic up-
liftment of the masses will always 
be an inspiration to me. Wishing 

him good health and happiness on 
his birthday.” Congress General 
Secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra 
greeted Singh on his birthday and 
said, “Wishing Manmohan Singh 
Ji a very very Happy Birthday.

“As a leader, he showed us the 
value of patience and humility 
in politics. As a Prime Minister, 
his honesty, courage, vision and 
wisdom paved the way for our 
country to forge ahead into the 
21st century with self assurance 
and pride. Deepest respect always, 
“ she said in a post on X.

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister and 
DMK leader M.K. Stalin greeted 
Manmohan Singh on his birth-
day and said, “Birthday greet-
ings to former Prime Minister 
Dr. Manmohan Singh! As PM, 
his leadership during the global 
financial crisis and commitment 
to inclusive policies reshaped In-
dia’s future. 

I challenge Rahul Gandhi 
to contest against me in 
Hyderabad: Owaisi

hyDeraBaD: AIMIM Chief 
Asaduddin Owaisi has chal-
lenged Congress MP Rahul 
Gandhi to contest the 2024 
Lok Sabha elections against 
him from Hyderabad and not 
from Wayanad.

Participating in a rally on 
Monday, Owaisi said, “Is baar 
Wayanad se nahi Hyderabad 
mein muqabla karo” (This time 
fight from Hyderabad and not 
Wayanad). I am challenging 
you (Rahul Gandhi) don’t go to 
Wayanad, come to Hyderabad 
and contest elections.”

“You keep giving big state-
ments, come to the ground 
and let’s have a contest. People 
from Congress will say a lot of 
things, but I am ready. Come 
and face this man with beard 
and sherwani, you will know 
what a contest means, ” he 
stated.

“Babri Masjid and Secretar-
iat’s mosque were demolished 
under the Congress regime, “ 
he charged.

FW Desk
New Delhi

Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting, Government of 
India has issued a notification 
amending the Cable Television 
Network Rules, 1994, thereby 
introducing a procedure for the 
renewal of Multi-System Opera-
tor (MSO) Registrations. 

In addition, an enabling provi-
sion has been inserted in the Rules 
for the sharing of infrastructure 
by the Cable Operators with 
Broadband Service providers to 
promote internet penetration to 
the last mile. Salient features of 
the amended Rules for MSO Reg-

istration are :- MSOs shall apply 
for the registration or renewal of 
registration online at the Broad-
cast Seva Portal of MIB. MSO 
registrations shall be granted or 
renewed for a period of ten years; 
The processing fee of Rs. One 
lakh is kept for the renewal of 
registration also;  The application 
for renewal of registration shall 
be within a window of seven to 
two months before the expiry of 
the registration.

The renewal procedure is in 
line with the Government’s com-
mitment to ease of doing busi-
ness as it will provide certainty 
to cable operators to continue 
their services without interruption 

and therefore make the sector 
attractive for foreign investment.

IB Ministry has further said 
that MSOs whose registration is 
expiring within 7 months are re-

quired to apply online through the 
BroadcastSeva Portal. In case any 
assistance is required, the helpline 
number available on the portal 
may be contacted, or an email 

may be sent to sodas-moiab@
gov.in . Earlier, only fresh MSO 
registrations were granted under 
the Cable Television Networks 
Rules, 1994. The Rules did not 
specify the period of validity for 
MSO registrations, nor did they 
recognize the mandatory filing 
of online applications.

The inclusion of a provision 
related to the sharing of infra-
structure by cable operators with 
broadband service providers will 
provide the twin benefit of en-
hanced internet penetration and 
efficient utilization of resources. 
It will also reduce the need for 
additional infrastructure for 
broadband services.

Meenakshi Bhattacharya
New Delhi 

The Center has already started 
development of drainage infra-
structure in several states. This 
work is being done under the 
‘Namami Gange’ programme. 
In the same program, the de-
velopment work of various 
riverside areas has also started. 
The name of which has been 
given as ‘River Front Develop-
ment Project’. But the Modi 
government is struggling to 
complete the work of this de-
velopment project. At least the 
latest report by the Ministry 
of Water Resources says so. 

It appears that out of the 
seven projects of this project, 
only one has been completed 
by the central government so 
far. Out of the money given to 
the states for the implementa-
tion of those seven projects 

under the respective central 
government programs, about 
five and a half crore rupees 
have not been spent so far. In 
this regard, the report cards of 
the two BJP-ruled states Mad-
hya Pradesh and Uttarakhand 
are the worst. 

The latest report has been 
published by the Ministry of 
Water Resources based on the 
data received till August 31. 

From that report, it is seen that 
initially three states have been 
selected for the development of 
different areas along the river 
banks. They are Bihar, Madhya 
Pradesh and Uttarakhand. 
Only Bihar’s project has been 
implemented. Work is still 
pending in Madhya Pradesh 
and Uttarakhand. However, 
each project was approved 1-2 
years ago.

Women’s Reservation Bill has 
now become law, President 
Draupadi Murmu approved

One country one election: The Law Commission 
could not take a decision in the meeting Textiles Ministry approves 

18 R&D projects

Manipur Violence: Massive protests 
even reach Chief Minister’s Home Turf

Bengaluru bandh called to protest release 
of Cauvery water to Tamil Nadu

Centre introduces amendments to cable television network rules

PM Modi, Kharge, Rahul, 
Stalin greet ex-PM Manmohan 
Singh on his birthday

Despite allocation of funds by Modi Government, 
No speed in work for river front development

Speaker Om Birla referred complaints to Privileges Committee 
of Ramesh Bidhuri’s Unparliamentary remarks case
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its political motivations aside, the Constitu-
tion (one Hundred and twenty-Eighth 
Amendment) Bill, 2023, which promises 
33 percent reservation for women in the 

lok sabha, and in the legislative Assemblies 
of states and the national Capital territory 
of Delhi, sheds the spotlight on another cru-
cial aspect of representative democracy — the 
delimitation of electoral constituencies. the 
exercise of carving electoral constituencies 
and fixing their boundaries is referred to as 
delimitation.

Given their almost festive nature in india, 
elections are traditionally considered to be the 
primary site where democracy translates into 
action. Equally significant is the carving out 
of the boundaries of electoral constituencies, 
an issue that has implications for adequate 
representation of voters’ interests as well as 
the number of members from each state who 
find space in the Parliament.

since the 1970s, there has been no change in 
the number of lok sabha seats. the Constitution 
(forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976 froze the 
delimitation of lok sabha constituencies as per 
the Census of 1971, up to the Census which was 
to be conducted in 2001. However, in 2001, the 
day of reckoning was pushed further to 2026. 
this was done through an amendment to Article 
82 by the Constitution (Eighty-fourth Amend-
ment) Act. While the boundaries of electoral 
constituencies were redrawn in 2002, there 
was no change in the number of seats in the 
lok sabha. only after 2026 will we consider 
changing the number of seats in the lok sabha. 
strictly speaking, the relevant numbers as to 
population (and its distribution) are expected 
to come from the 2031 Census, which will be 
the first census after 2026.

delimitation as of now
Article 81 of the Constitution says that each 

state gets seats in the lok sabha in proportion 
to its population. the freeze on delimitation 
effected in 1976 was to allay the concerns of 
states which took a lead in population control 
and which were faced with the prospect of 
reduction of their number of seats in the lok 
sabha. the practical consequences, however, 
of the 1976 freeze is that the allocation done 
on the basis of the 1971 Census continues to 
hold good for the present population figures. 
india’s population has, of course, increased 
significantly since then. using figures from 
1971 to represent today’s population runs 
contrary to the grain of the Constitution be-
sides obviously distorting what representative 
democracy stands for.

the exercise of delimitation also implicates 
the constitutional values of federalism and 
representation of states as consolidated 
units. in the preceding decades, the popu-
lation of the north has increased at a faster 
pace as compared with the south. in practi-
cal terms, this means that MPs in states in 
north india represent more voters than MPs 
in the south. Given this context, the ques-

tion of delimitation necessarily has serious 
implications for both the individual voter 
as well as the states. the southern states 
run the risk of losing some of their seats in 
Parliament once the delimitation exercise 
is completed based on current population 
figures.

delimitation in the near future
the new Parliament building appears ready 

to house over 800 MPs in the lok sabha. How 
these MPs will be spread out across india’s 
electoral constituencies, and how many people 
each MP will represent, are questions that beg 
urgent answers. the freeze in 1976 was neces-
sitated by states’ apprehensions embedded in 
the consequences of their population control 
measures and widely differing fertility rates. 
such concerns hold good even today.

the delimitation of constituencies will need 
answers to certain vexed questions. the first 
question might seem more logistical than 
anything else, where should the population 
figures come from to inform the exercise of 
delimitation? the 2021 Census was pushed 

courtesy of the CoviD-19 pandemic, and the 
union Home Minister has indicated that the 
next Census and subsequent delimitation will 
be conducted after the 2024 lok sabha polls. 
interestingly, if the next Census were to be 
actually conducted in 2031 (which is when it is 
due), the population figures from 1971 would 
have informed the distribution of seats in the 
lok sabha for more than half a century. let 
us also not forget that upon completion of the 
Census and the redrawing of electoral boundar-
ies, the change in the numerical composition 
of the lok sabha will have to be reflected in 
the Constitution through an amendment.

Even more vexed are the qualitative con-
cerns that will determine how boundaries of 
electoral constituencies will be redrawn. if 
done entirely in terms of proportion of popu-
lation, the redrawing of constituencies would 
yield more seats to states in the north, given 
their higher population. Besides concerns 
around representation, this will also lead to 
distrust on the part of states in the south.

the recently concluded delimitation in As-
sam, ahead of the 2024 Assembly elections, 
witnessed widespread concerns around how 
altering the boundaries of certain districts 
and renaming certain constituencies can 
have a potentially acute impact on the rep-
resentation of specific communities. that 
is all the indication needed to start a robust 
conversation around delimitation sooner 
than later, so that lifting of the freeze on 
allocation of lok sabha seats does not have 
to be pushed ahead further. that will be a 
stop-gap solution to an imminent concern, 
one that cannot be wished away.

Ritwika Sharma is a Senior Resident Fellow 
at the Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy and team 

lead, Charkha, Vidhi’s constitutional law centre. 
Views are personal.

Back to the drawing boardAadhaar blends 
progress with 
privacy concerns

A recent report by Moody’s 
Investors Service on “Decen-
tralized Finance and Digital 
Assets” has brought to the fore 
some pressing concerns about 

India’s Aadhaar, the world’s largest digital ID 
programme. While Aadhaar’s scale is unde-
niably impressive, encompassing biometric 
and demographic details of over a billion 
residents, Moody’s cautionary note on the 
potential security and privacy risks of such 
“centralised” systems cannot be ignored. 
Aadhaar, controlled by a single entity, pres-
ents vulnerabilities that decentralized ID 
systems might mitigate. These decentralized 
systems, as proposed by Moody’s, would offer 
users greater autonomy over their personal 
data. Furthermore, the report underscores 
the challenges of Aadhaar’s biometric au-
thentication, particularly its reliability in 
adverse climates and for manual labourers. 
The current government’s enthusiastic en-
dorsement has seen the 12-digit ID become 
almost ubiquitous, essential for a plethora of 
services from welfare benefits to tax remit-
tances. While the integration of Aadhaar 
with banking and mobile services has stream-
lined benefit transfers, eliminating fraudu-
lent beneficiaries, it has not been without its 
pitfalls. There are numerous accounts of indi-
viduals, particularly the elderly and manual 
labourers, facing exclusion due to biometric 
verification failures. Last year’s audit of the 
UIDAI by the Comptroller and Auditor Gen-
eral of India further highlighted issues that 
could compromise data security and privacy. 
The report also pointed out inconsistencies 
in the enrolment process, leading to potential 
data duplication. India’s advocacy for digital 
public infrastructure, modelled on Aadhaar, 
for G-20 nations is commendable. However, 
before further expansion, especially in criti-
cal areas like electoral rolls or MGNREGA 
payments, a comprehensive review is imper-
ative. The recent appointment of a part-time 
chief to the UIDAI after a four-year hiatus 
is a step, but what’s needed is a thorough 
evaluation and recalibration of the Aadhaar 
programme to ensure it serves its purpose 
without compromising the rights and privacy 
of its billion-plus users.

BOOKS: review

Elaine feeney’s “How to 
Build a Boat” is a poi-
gnant exploration of 
grief, identity, and the 

complexities of human relation-
ships. As one of the four irish writ-
ers longlisted for the Booker Prize 
this year, feeney’s narrative is both 
intimate and universal, delving 
deep into the intricacies of parent-
ing in a world that often feels like 
it’s on the brink of collapse.

the story revolves around Jamie 
o’neill, a 13-year-old boy with a 
neurodiverse condition that the au-
thor deliberately leaves unnamed. 
Drawing inspiration from her own 
son’s hyperlexia, feeney crafts Ja-
mie as a bright, sensitive soul who 
finds solace in the natural world, 
literature, and patterns. His af-
finities – from the mathematical 
drawings of Maryam Mirzakhani 
to the writings of Edgar Allan Poe 
– paint a vivid picture of a young 
mind seeking understanding and 
connection.

the heart of the story lies in Ja-

mie’s relationship with his father, 
Eoin. Both are grappling with the 
loss of Jamie’s mother, noelle, who 
died during childbirth. their in-
dividual griefs, though stemming 
from the same tragedy, manifest 
differently. While Eoin is consumed 
by a rage he can’t shake off, Jamie 
feels an emptiness, a void where 
maternal love should reside.

feeney’s portrayal of noelle as a 
champion swimmer whose life and 
career were tragically cut short adds 
another layer to the narrative. Ja-
mie’s obsession with water, possibly 
a connection to his mother, leads 
him on a quest to invent a ‘Perpet-
ual Motion Machine’. this journey 
introduces him to tess Mahon and 
tadhg foley, two teachers battling 
their own personal demons, who 
become instrumental in guiding 
Jamie towards building a boat, 
his interpretation of the perpetual 
motion machine.

the novel shines brightest in its 
moments of introspection. Whether 
it’s Jamie and Eoin’s attempts to 

navigate their grief-stricken world 
or tess and foley’s endeavors to 
find meaning, feeney captures 
the essence of human vulnerability 
and resilience. Her reflections on 
parental anxiety, as she mentioned 
in an interview, resonate deeply, 
touching upon the universal fears 
and hopes that parents harbor for 
their children.

feeney’s rich descriptions of 
western ireland, from its socio-
economic dynamics to its post-
colonial influences, add depth to 
the narrative. Her concerns about 
the oppressive church regime and 

its lingering impacts on the culture 
are thought-provoking, offering 
readers a glimpse into ireland’s 
tumultuous history.

However, the novel’s research-
driven approach can be a double-
edged sword. While it provides a 
comprehensive backdrop, it oc-
casionally feels like an information 
overload, potentially distancing 
some readers from the emotional 
core of the story.

Elaine feeney’s choice to leave 
Jamie’s neurodiverse condition un-
named is a bold narrative decision 
that speaks volumes. it challenges 
the reader to see Jamie as an in-
dividual first, rather than through 
the lens of a diagnosis. this choice 
underscores the novel’s broader 
themes of acceptance and under-
standing. in a world quick to label 
and categorize, feeney prompts us 

to question: do we truly see the per-
son beneath the labels we assign?

the setting of western ireland is 
not just a backdrop but a character 
in its own right. feeney’s intricate 
descriptions paint a vivid picture 
of a land steeped in history, tradi-
tion, and change. the juxtaposi-
tion of pagan and Christian tradi-
tions, the influence of colonialism, 
and the evolving socio-economic 
landscape provide a rich tapestry 
against which Jamie’s story unfolds. 
this setting serves as a mirror to 
Jamie’s own journey, reflecting 
the tensions between the old and 
the new, tradition and progress, 
and the known and the unknown.

lastly, the title “How to Build a 
Boat” is metaphorically resonant. 
Just as a boat navigates the un-
predictable waters, each character 
in the novel is trying to find their 
way through the turbulent seas 
of life. the boat, symbolic of Ja-
mie’s quest for understanding and 
connection, also represents each 
individual’s journey to find solid 
ground amidst life’s uncertainties. 
in building this boat, Jamie is not 
just constructing a physical vessel, 
but he’s also piecing together the 
fragmented parts of his identity, 
history, and future. 

resilient tale of navigating life 
in quest for connection

How to Build a 
Boat
By Elaine Feeney
Harvill Secker;
256 pages; Rs 799

Ritwika ShaRma believes robust delimitation discussion needed soon to avoid seat allocation delay

aRun Chawla explains how mediation act 2023 connects mediation and arbitration to ease courts’ load

The novel’s 
research-driven 
approach can be 
a double-edged 
sword. while 
it provides a 
comprehensive 
backdrop

letterbox
Readers’ feedback adds value to the newspaper. 
Please email comments on reports, features 
and columns to fwletters@gmail.com. We will 
publish them on this page.

Any conversation about the in-
dian litigation system eventually 
veers toward the term Alterna-
tive Dispute resolution (ADr). 

ADr refers to a bouquet of mechanisms 
that enables disputing parties to resolve 
their differences amicably, without the 
intervention of courts. Given the delays in 
indian court proceedings and increasing 
cost of litigation, the significance of ADr 
in india cannot be understated. until re-
cently, these discussions largely focussed 
on arbitration or conciliation of disputes 
under the Arbitration and Conciliation 
Act, 1996 (A&C Act). But mediation of 
disputes is finally getting its due.

in the recent monsoon session of Parlia-
ment, both Houses passed the Mediation 
Bill, 2023, and upon receiving the assent 
of the President of india, is referred to as 
the Mediation Act, 2023 (“the Act”). the 
indian legal framework already encour-
ages courts to refer the disputing parties 
to ADr procedures, including mediation, 
if there were elements of settlement which 
the parties may accept. the Act will take 
this encouragement a step forward. irre-
spective of a prior mediation agreement, 
it will obligate each party to take steps to 
settle their dispute through pre-litigation 
mediation before approaching an indian 
court. to facilitate this process, the Act 
will also require courts and relevant insti-
tutions to maintain a panel of mediators.

Many benefits
the potential benefits are several. this 

requirement is expected to reduce the 
filing of frivolous claims before indian 
courts. owing to the confidentiality of a 
mediation, it may also mitigate the risk of 
deterioration of the parties’ relationship 

due to a publicly fought dispute. yet, at the 
same time, concerns are raised about the 
feasibility of a mediation conducted under 
the sword of an obligation as opposed to 
a sincere desire to arrive at an amicable 
resolution. in the latter scenario, this 
may empower a recalcitrant defendant 
to delay a genuine claim. fortunately, the 
Act will provide some safeguards against 
these concerns. on the one hand, it will 
require the mediation to ordinarily be 
conducted by an empanelled mediator, 
who must always be neutral and have 
uncompromising expertise.

subject to an extension by the parties, 
they must also complete the mediation 
within 180 days from the parties’ first 
appearance. on the other hand, the Act 
will not remove the refuge of indian courts 
entirely. A party may, in exceptional cir-
cumstances, seek urgent interim reliefs 
from a court before the commencement 
or during the continuation of a media-
tion. these provisions prioritise expertise 
and efficiency, while ensuring that the 
obligation of pre-litigation mediation is 

not weaponised. the aim is to create a 
balanced framework which encourages the 
parties to focus more on their commercial 
dealings and less on their disputes.

the aspect of mediation and arbitration
in these discussions, however, one as-

pect has gone unnoticed. the Act will 
effectively position mediation similar 
to commercial arbitration in india. the 
similarities between their respective sup-
porting pieces of legislation are obvious. 
Both pieces of legislation impose stringent 
timelines for the conduct of proceedings, 
mandate confidentiality, obligate indian 
courts to refer the parties to mediation or 
arbitration, provide a default mechanism 
for the appointment of a mediator or 
arbitrator, and prescribe the procedure 
for the termination of their mandate. 
likewise, both ensure the enforceabil-
ity of a mediated settlement agreement 
and an arbitral award, respectively. the 
establishment of a Mediation Council 
of india equally mirrors the proposal in 
2019 to establish an Arbitration Council 
of india (that is yet to be implemented). 

Mediation and commercial arbitration 
are thus made allies, albeit at different 
stages of the same journey.

Parliament’s message to indian industry 
is clear — in commercial matters, courts 
must no longer be the default venue for 
dispute resolution. Parties are expected 
to resolve their dispute amicably through 
mediation, and, alternatively, through 
commercial arbitration. While the doors 
of indian courts are open if required, this 
access must be perceived as a matter of last 
resort. to this extent, the Act will foster 
camaraderie between the mediation and 
arbitration of commercial disputes, and 
reduce the burden on indian courts.

Service providers
in this context, a final key paral-

lel emerges. similar to how the recent 
amendments to the A&C Act prioritised 
institutional arbitration of disputes, the 
Act also places emphasis on institutional 
mediation in india. it envisages “media-
tion service providers” to provide not only 
the services of a mediator but also all 
the facilities, secretarial assistance, and 
infrastructure for the efficient conduct of 
mediation. A mediation service provider is 
synonymous with arbitration institutions. 
india is already home to experienced arbi-
tration institutions, some of which provide 
mediation services that are on a par with 
global best practices. these institutions are, 
therefore, expected to play a meaningful 
role in india’s mediation journey. only 
then would india become a global hub 
not only for arbitration but also for all 
aspects of commercial dispute resolution.

Arun Chawla is Director General, Indian 
Council of Arbitration. Views are personal.

A clear message to industry on dispute resolution

“DON’T LET ANYONE
STEAL YOUR DREAM.

IT’S YOUR DREAM,
NOT THEIRS.”

-Dan Zadra
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Haryana Chief Minister Mano-
har Lal Khattar and deputy CM 
Dushyant Chautala a couple of 
days ago in a function laid the 
foundation stone for Flipkart’s 
regional distribution centre in 
Manesar. Khattar said that the 
Flipkart is making substantial 
investments in Haryana includ-
ing this regional distribution 
centre in Manesar, spread across 
140 acres area with the invest-
ment of Rs 1389 crores, which 
will also provide employment 
opportunities to large number 
of youths in the state. While 
addressing CM Khattar said 
that Haryana has been offer-
ing a favourable environment 
for investors and industries in 
the state, highlighting the state 
as an emerging manufacturing 
hub in the country. CM said, this 
distribution centre is poised to 
become Asia’s largest centre 
likely to create direct and indi-
rect employment opportuni-

ties for approximately 10,000 
individuals.

Khattar said that the ‘Global 
City’ being developed in Gu-
rugram district will add a new 
chapter in the development of 
the area as well the state due 
to the state’s investor-friendly 
policies and services. He said, 
Haryana is strategically develop-
ing the National Capital Region 
(NCR) as a robust warehousing 
and logistics hub where mul-
tiple projects are underway to 

enhance logistics connectivity 
the including the expressways, 
railways and national high-
ways. The chief minister said 
that the Flipkart has become 
as a key player in Haryana’s 
economic landscape, having 
created over 95,000 jobs and 
providing market access to sell-
ers through its extensive supply 
chain network, as such Haryana 
is marching ahead towards in-
dustrial growth, job creation 
and economic development 

as a result not only within the 
country manufacturers from 
abroad are willing to set up 
their manufacturing industry 
in Haryana state.

Khattar said he suggested 
that Flipkart help 5 lakh women 
associated with 55,000 self-help 
groups in Haryana by including 
their products as such farmers› 
products should be delivered to 
the consumers through farmer-
producer organisations, and 
also include small shopkeepers 
in their chain for which the 
Haryana government will 
support them. Meanwhile, 
Haryana Energy Minister 
Ch. Ranjit Singh Chautala 
said that industrial units in 
the state will now get express 
delivery of electricity. Under 
this, power corporations will 
ensure 24-hour power supply 
to industries, which will make 
industries generator free. He 
said, a policy in this regard has 
been prepared and it will be 
finalized in the next 6 months. 

Chennai: The aluminium 
industry is witnessing a 2 to 3 
per cent decline in its profits 
because the government has 
not yet released the rates for the 
Remission of Duties or Taxes 
on Export Product (RODTEP) 
scheme for special economic 
zones (SEZs) and export-ori-
ented units (EOUs).

India exported 2.5 million 
tonne of aluminium in FY23 
worth USD 5billion. With the 
scrapping of the earlier Mer-
chandise Exports from India 
Scheme (MEIS), aluminium ex-
porters are feeling the squeeze, 
Aluminium Association of India 
(AAI) member governing coun-
cil Himanshu Singh said.

“The AAI has already sub-
mitted a representation to the 
Union ministry of commerce 
and industry seeking urgent 
intervention for notification 
of rates under the scheme as 
this would help boost exports,” 
he added.

In FY23, India produced 4.1 
million tonne of aluminium and 
also imported 2.5 million tonne 
of which 1.7 million tonne was 

scrap import. With over USD 20 
billion invested, India is today 
the second largest aluminium 
producer in the world.

However, the AAI pointed 
out that while RODTEP rates 
for aluminium products manu-
factured in domestic tariff areas 
(DTAs) have been notified, the 
rates for those manufactured 
within SEZs and EOUs are yet 
to be informed even through 
SEZs and EOUs cumulatively 
represent the source of over 
30 per cent of all aluminium 

exports from India.
At present, unremitted taxes 

and duties comprise anywhere 
between 5 per cent and 10 per 
cent of aluminium production 
costs for SEZ-based operations.

“But with MEIS scheme al-
ready withdrawn and the benefi-
cial rates under RODTEP yet to 
be extended to this segment, the 
domestic aluminium industry is 
struggling to remain competi-
tive in global markets against 
foreign producers, especially 
from China,” he added. 

India May Ban Sugar 
Exports From October

new Delhi: India is likely 
to ban sugar exports in the 
new season, starting October 
1, government officials told 
Moneycontrol on Thursday.

A notification in this regard 
can be expected in the first 
week of November, they added.

The sugar season starts in 
October of a year and ends in 
September the next year.

After selling a record 11 mil-
lion tonnes (MT) of sugar in 
2021-22, India restricted the 
amount of exports during 2022-
23 to ensure supply in domestic 
markets and keep a lid on prices.

“In the beginning of the 
2022-23 sugar year, the gov-
ernment restricted sugar ex-
ports to around 6 MT. Even 
this quota is being eliminated 
with rising prices. Our main 
priority is to keep domestic 
prices low,” an official told 
Moneycontrol.

Below-normal showers in the 
top cane-growing districts in the 
western state of Maharashtra 
and the southern state of Kar-
nataka, both of which account 
for more than half of India’s 
total sugar output, had been 
as much as 50 percent below 
average till August this year.

While the rainfall situation 
has since improved with the 
all-India deficit coming down 
from 10 percent on August 31 
to 5 percent on September 25, 
fears of a fall in production can-
not be erased. 

aRUn KUMaR RaO
Bengaluru

Ahead of the much awaited 
ODI Cricket World Cup 
2023, Netherlands Cricket 
Team ropes in Global block-
chain and Web3 Payments 
company Nordek as its title 
sponsor for the upcoming 
ICC World Cup Cricket 2023 
announced during press con-
ference in bengaluru.

Nordek’s sponsorship of 
Team Netherlands (nick-
named ‘The Flying Dutch-
men’) comes after a slew of 
major fintech and edutech 
players have become title 
sponsors in past few years 
of major Cricket teams in-
cluding that of Team India. 
Founded by Blockchain en-
trepreneurs Kashyap and 
Kishor, the company aims to 
capitalize its presence in Eu-
ropean blockchain market. 

The European blockchain 
market is anticipated to witness 
remarkable growth, expanding 
from a valuation of US$ 1.2 
billion in 2021 to a substantial 
US$ 59.1 billion by 2028.

Speaking on the occasion, 
Nordek’s Founder & Pro-
moter, Kishor and Kashyap 
said, “This is a great period 
of boom in sports especially 
in India, which is the fastest 
growing economy. With ven-
turing into Cricket, we aim 
to reach out to the Global 
Sports Fans and students 
who can explore more op-
portunities in blockchain. 
Nordek strives to be the 
most business and con-
sumer-friendly blockchain 
ecosystem for mainstream 
adoption of web3 payments. 
And, our target audiences 
are the ones who under-
stand the length, breadth 
and depth of agility, just 
like their understanding 
of Cricket. We believe, the 
Cricket fans would also fall 
in love with the fast and 
most EVM-compatible 
Network Blockchain, i.e., 
Nordek.”

To this, Monica Visser, 
CEO of Netherlands Cricket 
reiterated that, “With grow-
ing business of blockchain 
across the world and the 

revolutionizing of fintech 
industry, we are happy to 
on-board Nordek as the Title 
Sponsor. The partnership will 
not only build trust in the 
ever evolving fintech industry 
but will also open new mar-
ket avenues in tandem with 
sporting events for learning 
as well as growing, together” 
she said.

With venturing into the 
world of Cricket, Nordek is 
planning to make its brand 
presence felt across countries 
where blockchain is gaining 
traction, including the Mid-
dle East where blockchain 
and technology in fintech 
is taking a tenfold increase. 
Nordek also provides educa-
tion to universities and col-
leges on the subject called 
‘blockchain’. The company is 
providing free of cost educa-
tion to more than 100 uni-
versities and colleges. The 
global blockchain market is 
expected to reach $56 billion 
by 2026, growing at a CAGR 
of 56.9% forecast and Nordek 
plans to be a major player in 
the market.

Team Netherlands has 
arrived in India to have an 
acclimatization camp in 
Bengaluru, where they will 
play a couple of local sides. 
Following that, they will face 
India and Australia in the 
pre-tournament warm-up 
matches at Thiruvanantha-
puram. The Dutchmen quali-
fied for the World Cup earlier 
in July ahead of teams like 
two-time champions West 
Indies.

aRUn KUMaR RaO
Bangalore

KISNA, a renowned jewel-
lery brand under the Hari 
Krishna Group, Launches 
first-ever franchise showroom 
in bengaluru,Karnataka. Over 
18 years of expertise in jewellery 
designing, manufacturing and 
sales. With innovative “Mines 
to Market” setup, continually 
adapt to evolving consumer 
preferences, offering exquisite 
collections for every occasion 
and budget.

Llatest showroom in Banga-
lore is a testament to dedication 
to serving local tastes and pref-
erences. This exclusive show-
room is meticulously designed 
to provide an extensive range of 
high-quality and trendsetting 
designs, perfect for everyday 
wear and the festive season. 

The opening of Bangalore 
showroom in presence of Ghan-
shyam Dholakia, Founder & 
Managing Director of KISNA, 
Tulsi Dholakia, Founder & Di-
rector Hari Krishna Group and 
Parag Shah, Director of KISNA.

KISNA, which was estab-
lished in 2005, has adopted a 
distribution-driven model and 
has expanded its footprint to 

over 3500 showrooms across 
India. Prior to the Banga-
lore showroom, KISNA had 
launched stores in various cities, 
including Siliguri, Hyderabad, 
Hisar, Ayodhya, Bareilly, Rai-
pur, Delhi, Mumbai, Jammu, 
and now Bangalore.

Expressing his thoughts 
during showroom launch, 
Ghanshyam Dholakia said, 
“We are elated to establish 
KISNA’s first showroom in 
Bangalore and introduce our 
latest designs to the city. Our 
goal is to make diamonds ac-
cessible to every woman in 
the country, and our expan-
sion plans aim to reach every 
household across India. At 
the new showroom, we want 
consumers to experience the 
expertise of the Hari Krishna 
Group and provide them with 
a variety of diamond and gold 
jewellery options suitable for 
any occasion.”

ManMOhan Singh naUla

An open online tender has been 
published and will be Closed on 
12/10/2023 at 15.00 hrs. It will be 
under Non-Fare Revenue (NFR) 
Earning model, for Setting up & Op-
erating Pre-Fabricated Cine Dome 
at Dombivli, Khopoli, Juchandra 
and Igatpuri stations for a period 
of Ten years.

The proposed Cine Dome will be 
a full-fledged cinema for showcasing 
movies including latest movie releases 

& documentaries and other content 
etc. along with meals/snacks/bever-
ages for customers/visitors/Guests. 
However, no permanent structure 
will be allowed to be constructed. 
The Cine Dome will be manned by 
the tenderers own operators. Crowd 

management shall be the sole respon-
sibility of the party

Setting up, Operation, Mainte-
nance & Management of Pre-Fab-
ricated Cine Dome shall be the sole 
responsibility of the licensee and the 
cost for the same is to be borne by 
the licensee (it includes cost of erect-
ing structures, Pre-Fabricated Cine 
Dome related items, safety & security, 
necessary amenities, laying cables, 
electrical connection, electricity con-
sumption charges, electricity deposit 
& other incidental expenses etc.). 

FW deSK
Mumbai

Lumina Datamatics, a strate-
gic partner to global publishers 
providing content, analytics, and 
technology solutions, is thrilled 
to announce that its innovative 
publishing platform, BluPencil, 
has been honored with the es-
teemed “Operational Excellence 
through Digital Transformation 
Award” at the 5th Edition of the 
Confederation of Indian Industry’s 
(CII) DX Awards 2023. The award 
ceremony concluded at Le Merid-
ian, New Delhi, on September 
26, 2023.

BluPencil, Lumina Datamatics’ 
online author-proofing platform, 
has redefined how authors col-
laborate, edit, and review their 
work. This platform allows authors 
to instantaneously enhance their 
content, leveraging the platform’s 
intuitive UI and auto-validations, 
while maintaining the XML in-
tegrity of the content. BluPencil’s 
recommendations and notification 
capabilities simplifies editing and 
facilitates seamless communica-
tion between authors and editors 

during the submission and proof 
review process. There are over 
6,000 authors across the world 
using BluPencil.

The DX Awards recognize the 
innovative, resilient, and sustain-
able strategies for introducing or 
adopting digital technologies and 
serve as a benchmark for other in-
dustries in their journey for Digital 
Transformation. Speaking about 
the win, Sameer L. Kanodia, Man-
aging Director & C.E.O., Lumina 
Datamatics, said, “We are honored 
to receive the DX Award for Blu-
Pencil. This recognition reaffirms 
our commitment to technology 
innovation and excellence within 
the publishing industry. Lumina 
Datamatics remains steadfast in 
our dedication to crafting solutions 
that empower organizations to 
excel in the digital era.”

Lumina Datamatics is a strategic 
partner to global publishers provid-
ing content, analytics, and technol-
ogy solutions. Lumina Datamatics 
enables publishers and aggregators 
to be at the forefront of content 
workflows by managing the entire 
publishing process – from content 
creation to product delivery. 

aRUn KUMaR RaO
Bangalore

On occasion of “World Heart 
Day”, Manipal Hospital, Ban-
galore, launched an advanced 
SOS QR code, and cardiopul-
monary resuscitation (CPR) 
Education program aimed at 
saving lives during medical 
emergencies. The main ob-
jective of the launch was to 
ensure every critical patient 
receives timely assistance dur-
ing the “Golden Hour”. QR 
Code and CPR Launched by 
Dr. G. Parameshwara, Kar-
nataka  Home Minister and 
Dinesh Gundu Rao, Minister 
of Health and Family Wel-
fare, along with Dr. Sudarshan 
Ballal, Chairman of Manipal 
Hospitals. This groundbreak-
ing service of detecting the 

accurate location of the patient 
in need and providing am-
bulance service underscores 
the hospital’s dedication to 
transforming Bengaluru into 
a Heart Smart City. In a sym-
bolic gesture, Manipal Hospi-
tal has also transformed traf-
fic signals into heart-shaped 
symbols, underlining their 
commitment to heart health 
awareness.

The trend that was set by 
branding red heart signals last 

year at key traffic junc-
tions is reinitiated at 37 
traffic signals this year 
as well, with the support 
of Bangalore City Traffic 
Police and BBMP. These 
signals have SOS QR 
codes stationed for easy 
access to the ambulance 
service. The heart-shaped 

signal at the traffic junction is 
a sign of reminder to everyone 
that every life counts and not 
to neglect their own hearts.

As per data from the Centers 
for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC), almost 47% of 
cardiac arrest fatalities occur 
prior to a patient’s arrival at 
the hospital. The key to sav-
ing lives during heart attacks 
lies in delivering prompt as-
sistance such as CPR during 
the golden hour. 

Freshworks Report 
Reveals Massive 
Opportunity for IT 
Leaders Leveraging AI
San MaTeO: Freshworks 
Inc.released the findings 
of its second annual “State 
of Workplace Technology” 
report, which found a 71% 
increase in the number of 
software applications on IT 
teams’ work computers over 
the last year1. To manage 
this spiraling complex-
ity, the report found that 
IT pros—especially senior 
leaders and younger genera-
tions—are embracing AI to 
automate workflows and 
boost efficiency with 86% of 
IT pros reporting that their 
organizations are already 
using AI.

AI is poised to save 
companies time and money 
- While IT departments are 
expected to grow this year2, 
it doesn’t mean they need 
to spend more. Freshworks 
found that companies in 
the U.S. could save over 
$15,000 per IT employee 
each year using AI to elimi-
nate time wasted on repeti-
tive tasks. This means that 
an enterprise-sized company 
with at least 5,000 employ-
ees and an average of 200 IT 
professionals on staff could 
save at least $3 million an-
nually using AI. The survey 
also revealed:

IT professionals are man-
aging more software than 
ever and see an opportunity 
to simplify. The number of 
software applications on 
IT teams’ work computers 
increased 71% over the last 
year. Despite this, IT profes-
sionals only use one-third 
of the applications available 
to them daily (just eight 
out of 24), compared to 
half in 2022. IT teams put 
efficiency first. They rank 
ease of use and efficiency as 
top attributes of business 
software, ahead of feature 
suite, reliability and cost-
effectiveness.

AI eliminates repetitive 
tasks. IT pros agree AI frees 
up time otherwise spent on 
repetitive tasks (49%) and 
allows them to do more 
complex, meaningful work 
(45%). Moreover, IT pros 
estimate they could save 
more than five hours per 
week by using AI to com-
plete repetitive tasks.

FW deSK
San Mateo [Calif] 

Freshworks Inc announced a 
significant increase in Microsoft 
Teams usage by Freshservice 
customers to improve the em-
ployee experience through more 
efficient AI-powered virtual 
agent support. Microsoft Teams 
adoption among Freshservice 
customers has seen an average 
increase of 42% over the past 
three years. As a result, busi-
nesses using Freshservice are 
now able to amplify productivity 
for more than 250,000 users.

The generative-AI-powered 
Virtual Agent within Freshser-
vice, an IT service management 
(ITSM) solution, along with 
Microsoft Teams’ ServiceBot, 
gives employees round-the-
clock support and can facilitate 

rapid resolution of their needs 
within Microsoft Teams. The 
integrated solution also enables 
IT and other business teams to 
deflect tickets that helps save 
clicks and streamline work. In a 
July 2023 study commissioned 
by Freshworks, Forrester esti-
mated a mid-sized company 
could save $2.1 million in three 
years by improving user pro-
ductivity with the Freshservice 
Virtual Agent.

“Microsoft Teams has rapidly 
grown as the hub for collabora-
tion,” said Srini Raghavan, VP 
of Microsoft Teams Ecosystem. 
“Through our work with com-
panies like Freshworks that 
share our vision for AI, we aim 
to enable teams across multiple 
channels to solve employee is-
sues swiftly, ultimately saving 

money and driving efficiency 
with next-generation AI for 
customers of all sizes.”

Using Freshservice, which is 
built natively on the Freshworks 
Neo platform, with Microsoft 
Teams, companies of all sizes 
can increase user productiv-
ity. Using AI-powered virtual 
agents, they can improve col-
laboration across business teams 
during critical incidents, and 
enhance the employee experi-
ence with faster resolution to 
allow for:

Automated conversational 
support that boosts employee 
experience with faster resolu-
tion. Automation eliminates the 
constraints of working hours, 
giving employees access to con-
versational support from virtual 
agents within Microsoft Teams 

to speed up issue resolution 
whenever they need it.

Increase agent productivity 
through AI-powered virtual 
agents. Freddy AI-powered 
Freshservice virtual agents em-
power business departments to 
focus on high-value tasks, allow-
ing the virtual agent to handle 
common and mundane issues 
that often bog down humans. 
Agents can more quickly handle 
ticket updates and approvals.

Improve collaboration during 
critical incidents. Freshservice 
notifies on-call agents directly in 
Microsoft Teams. IT operations 
teams can swiftly communi-
cate to resolve major incidents, 
maximizing service availability 
and minimizing downtime all 
without leaving a single app.

Customers like A&E Net-
works and Haynes International 
are using Microsoft Teams with 
Freshservice to improve em-
ployee service management. 
Haynes International, a US-
based materials manufacturer, 
increased business user pro-
ductivity by 50% since using 
Freshservice integrated with 
Microsoft Teams.

Lyle Snyder, Senior Support 
Analyst at Haynes International 
said, “Traditional support chan-

nels for employees typically have 
complicated portals, which slow 
down support and are no lon-
ger acceptable for the modern 
workforce. The Freshworks and 
Microsoft Teams’ integration 
helps us deliver a simple and 
modern employee experience, 
all on one platform. We’ve al-
ready seen impressive produc-
tivity increases and expect both 
apps to scale with our evolving 
business and employee needs.”

The Office for Students, 
the independent regulator of 
higher education in England, 
was able to decrease its aver-
age resolution time by 67% 
with the Freshservice virtual 
agent integrated with Micro-
soft Teams. “Our goal was to 
move away from employees 
emailing the service desk, and 
instead use Teams as a channel,” 
said Karen Spray, IT Service 
Support Manager at Office for 
Students. “Adopting the Fresh-
service Virtual Agent was easy, 
and the technical rollout took 
us about 10 minutes. Easy ac-
cess to the Virtual Agent within 
Microsoft Teams made it all the 
more convenient and helped our 
employees solve many issues on 
their own thanks to powerful 
self-service features.”

Haryana turning as industry hub: CM Khattar Netherlands Cricket Team ropes in Nordek as 
its title sponsor for upcoming ICC World Cup

Central Railway Mumbai division invites Tender for Cine Dome 
at Dombivli, Khopoli, Juchandra and Igatpuri stations

Lumina Datamaticswins Prestigious 
Operational Excellence through 
Digital Transformation Award

KISNA renowned jewellery brand 
launches its first store in Karnataka

Aluminium Industry claims 2-3 
per cent profit drop due to delayed 
RODTEP rates for SEZs and EOUs

Freshworks Customers Using Microsoft Teams 
Increase Employee Experience & Productivity 
Uptick in Microsoft 
Teams adoption among 
Freshservice customers 
helps businesses of all 
sizes speed up employee 
service management 
with the AI-enabled 
integration

Manipal Hospital launches SOS QR Code and CPR 
to save critical patient during “Golden Hour”
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MuMbai: The RBI’s Standing 
Advisory Committee (SAC) 
reviewed the flow of credit 
to Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises on Friday at its 
meeting held in Lucknow, a 
central bank said in a release.

The 28th meeting of SAC 
was chaired by RBI Deputy 
Governor Swaminathan J, and 
attended by senior officials 
from ministries of MSME and 
finance.

“During the meeting, the 
SAC reviewed the flow of credit 
to MSMEs and deliberated 
on issues related to assessing 
and bridging the credit gap for 
the sector, exploring digital 
solutions for improved credit 
linkage, accelerating adoption 
of TReDS, credit support to 
women entrepreneurs, revival 

and rehabilitation of stressed 
MSMEs, and credit guarantee 
schemes, among others,” the 
RBI said.

The deputy governor in his 
keynote address emphasised 
the significant role of the 
MSME sector, particularly 
in the context of the goal of 

attaining developed economy 
status by 2047.

He stressed the need for col-
laborative efforts on the part 
of all stakeholders to unlock 
the full potential of MSMEs.

Swaminathan highlighted 
various initiatives taken by the 
RBI such as the Account Ag-

gregator (AA) framework, the 
digital Public Tech Platform 
to enable delivery of friction-
less credit and the regulatory 
sandbox on MSME lending.

He also dwelt on the impor-
tant role of industry associa-
tions in information dissemi-
nation and capacity building 
among MSMEs, the RBI said.

Chairman of SIDBI, Ex-
ecutive Director of RBI, se-
nior management of major 
banks and NABARD, senior 
executives of credit guarantee 
fund trust for micro and small 
enterprises, National Credit 
Guarantee Trustee Company 
Limited, Khadi and Village 
Industries Commission, Indian 
Banks’ Association and MSME 
Associations, too participated 
in the meeting.

New Delhi: The Ministry 
of Finance announced on Sep-
tember 26  that over 10,000 
claims of Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) 
under  Vivad se Vishwas - 
I scheme have been accepted 
since its launch.

This has led to grant of more 
than Rs 256 crore to MSMEs 
and increased flow of bank 
credit through freeing up of 
guarantees, said the Ministry.

The highest relief of Rs 116.47 
crore has been granted by the 
Ministry of Petroleum and 
Natural Gas (MoPNG).

This includes the claims set-
tled and amount paid by the 
agencies under the adminis-
trative control of the MoPNG.

Ministry of Railways is the 
second highest relief granter 
with Rs 79.16 crore amount paid 
and 2,090 number of claims 
accepted.

This is followed by Ministry 

of Defence, Ministry of Steel 
and Ministry of Power, as per 
the data released by Ministry 
of Finance.

The Vivad se Vishwas I – 
Relief for MSMEs scheme 
was announced by the Union 
Finance Minister in the Budget 
Speech 2023-24.

The scheme was launched by 

Ministry of Finance through 
Government e-Marketplace 
(GeM) portal on 17 April, 
2023. 

The last date for submis-
sion of claims for relief, on the 
GeM portal, under the scheme 
was 31 July, 2023. GeM had 
developed a dedicated portal 
for the purpose of this scheme.

Short-term additional 
surveillance measure 
on SME Stocks to be 
effective from Oct 3 
New Delhi : Exchanges have 
extended the short-term ad-
ditional surveillance measure 
(ST-ASM) framework to SME 
stocks to enhance market integ-
rity and safeguard the interest 
of investors. The framework for 
SME stocks would be effective 
from 3 October, 2023. 

The move was taken after a 
joint surveillance meeting with 
market regulator the Securities 
and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI). Market players said 
the curbs will clamp down on 
speculative activity and attract 
serious buyers. However this 
latest curbs imposed on compa-
nies that are traded on the small 
and medium enterprises (SME) 
platform could apply brakes 
on rising volumes.  The aver-
age daily turnover (ADTV) for 
BSE’s SME segment has shot up 
three times from Rs 28.4 crore 
in February to Rs 85.2 crore 
last month, indicating growing 
investor and trader interest.  
Similarly, NSE’s Emerge plat-
form for SME companies has 
witnessed over 3x year-on-year 
growth in ADTV to Rs 67 crore 
for the fourth month ending 
July 2023.

New Delhi:  Credit growth 
is seen at 13-13.5% year-on-
year(y-o-y) in 2023-24(April-
March), lower than nearly 
16% y-o-y in 2022-23, CRI-
SIL Ratings said in a report 
on Thursday.

The growth numbers do 
not account for the merged 
entity of Housing Develop-
ment Finance Corporation 
and HDFC Bank. As per me-
dia reports the rating agency 
expects the credit growth to 
improve to 13.5-14% y-o-y 
in 2024-25 as the economic 
growth picks up.

While on the basis of the 
broad-based economic recov-
ery the credit growth had hit 
16% y-o-y in 2022-23, the 
moderation in credit in 2023-
24 can be attributed to an 
expected decline in gross do-
mestic product (GDP) growth 
in 2023-24, which will impact 
overall credit growth.

A significant part of growth 
in wholesale credit in 2022-
23 was driven by higher work-
ing capital demand in a high-
inflation environment. The 
easing of inflation in 2023-24 
will have a bearing on the 

demand for working capital 
from corporates and hence, 
impact overall loan growth. 
With the rise in interest rates, 
corporates have been tapping 
the bond market for their 
financing requirements.

Bank credit’s substitution 
of debt capital markets, which 
also supported wholesale 
credit growth in 2022-23, 
is unlikely to play out to the 
same extent this year, the 
credit rating agency said.

A higher base in the second 
half of the previous financial 
year is also expected to reflect 
in credit growth numbers in 
the current financial year.

“In fiscal 2025, overall 

credit growth trends should 
see a turnaround and start 
inching up on the back of 
an expected improvement in 
GDP growth to 6.9%,” said 
Krishnan Sitaraman, Senior 
Director and Chief Ratings 
Officer, CRISIL Ratings.

Overall loan growth in 
2024-25 is expected to be 
lifted by higher capacity 
utilisation levels and capi-
tal expenditure announce-
ments. On the services side, 
demand from non-banks 
should continue to support 
corporate credit growth as 
they are themselves seeing 
decent growth tailwinds, the 
report said. 

New Delhi: India Inc. is wor-
ried over the staggering growth 
in illicit trade and views it as a 
threat to the economy and se-
curity of the country that needs 
to be tackled on a war footing.

A report released by the 
FICCI on Thursday based on 
data from international agencies 
states that the impact of India’s 
illicit financial flows works out 
to around 5 per cent of the coun-
try’s GDP. “Trade-based money 
laundering in India soared to 
a whopping $674.9 billion for 
the 10-year period from 2009 
to 2018 which reflects the mag-
nitude of illicit trade that has 
emerged as a major threat to the 
country’s economy and security, 
” the report said.

“Based on UNDOC estimates, 
when the Indian economy sur-
passed the $3 trillion mark in 
2021, the quantum of money 
laundering in India can be es-

timated at $159 billion which is 
around 5 per cent of GDP. This 
accentuates the magnitude of 
the problem driven by the rise in 
illicit markets (trade, illegal drugs, 
arms etc.) and non-market ac-
tors.” It cites recent data provided 
by the Directorate of Revenue 
Intelligence (DRI) to illustrate 
India’s substantial trade gap due 
to mis-invoicing and highlights 
the growing illicit trade. Smug-
gling in India report 2021-22 
identified 437 instances of duty 
evasion totalling Rs 3, 924 crore, 
which was a 40 per cent jump 

from the corresponding figure 
of Rs 2, 810 crore in 2020-21.

Currently India’s illicit trade 
gap as estimated by Global Finan-
cial Integrity (GFI) is 20 per cent, 
which will translate into nearly 
$300 billion when the country’s 
economy reaches the 5 trillion-
dollar mark. FICCI has flagged 
this as a major concern as its study 
shows that illicit trade is directly 
linked with organized crime and 
terrorism. The study also cites 
the examples of various coun-
tries worldwide in this regard. 
“The convergence of trade-based 
money laundering with terrorism 
raises significant concerns for 
our national security, “ the report 
observes. Counterfeiting and illicit 
goods in India pose significant 
risks, including financial risks, 
public health threats in the case 
of fake pharma products and 
intellectual property issues as 
well, the report points out.

New Delhi:  The Small 
Industries Development Bank 
of India (SIDBI) will soon 
launch an app-based based 
invoice financing loans plat-
form for MSMEs called GST 
Sahay, an official said.

The aim is to enhance the 
economic and financial sus-
tainability of micro, small and 
medium enterprises (MSME), 
said the SIDBI official.

SIDBI, Chief General 
Manager (CGM), Rahul 
Priyadarshi announced this 
at a customer outreach pro-
gramme on Wednesday.

“The MSMEs are vital for 
the economic growth and 
development of India. They 
create jobs and contribute 
enormously to the socio-eco-
nomic development of the 
country. Although several 
measures for the MSMEs 
have been taken in the past 
few years by the government, 
the crunch in working capi-
tal credit is one of the major 
issues for them. Now, SIDBI 
is in the process of launch-
ing an app-based ‘invoice 
financing’ loans platform 
for them,” he said.

“The new invoice plat-
form-GST Sahay will reduce 
the problem of delayed pay-

ments and consequential 
cash flows mismatches for 
the MSMEs. The GST Sahay 
will be an invoice-financing 
marketplace where MSMEs 
can use their unpaid invoices 
to get quick working capital 
loans,” said Priyadarshi.

While speaking about in-
dustrial growth in Bihar, 
the CGM said, “There is no 
doubt that the industrial 
growth is taking place in 
the state, but SIDBI wants to 
take this region at a greater 
height. There is a lot of scope 
for agro-processing, medical 
and agri tourism in the state. 
We are always focused on 
such businesses and SIDBI 

wants this region to prosper 
further.”

SIDBI wants to enhance 
its loan assistance further in 
the state, he said, adding the 
loan book of SIDBI’s Patna 
region has grown at 35 per 
cent (from March 2023 till 
the date).

“The jump of 35 per cent 
in lending (of the Patna re-
gion), which is at Rs 232 
crore now, is quite satisfac-
tory. We want to increase it 
further. Now the accelera-
tor of growth is on in this 
region,” he said.

Transparency and trust is 
the principle on which SIDBI 
does its businesses, he said.

Anubha Prasad, Regional 
Head of SIDBI Patna, speak-
ing at the event said, “SIDBI is 
dedicated to fostering strong 
relationships with its valued 
customers. SIDBI hopes to aid 
the development of the two 
states (Bihar and Jharkhand) 
through its credit-plus ap-
proach, and create stronger 
footprints for enterprise de-
velopment at the grassroots 
level, creating employment 
and empowering entrepre-
neurs, as well as work with 
the two state governments to 
add value to their initiatives.”

SIDBI has appraised 17 
proposals involving assis-
tance of approximately Rs 
196 crore under Micro and 
Small Enterprises - Cluster 
Development Programme 
(MSE-CDP) for Bihar In-
dustrial Area Development 
Authority (BIADA) clusters 
in the state, she added.

Highlighting the bank’s 
comprehensive range of of-
ferings, Prasad said, “SIDBI 
is also providing financial 
assistance and support for 
green projects in the MSME 
sector as aligned to the na-
tion’s commitment to reduce 
the Green House Gas (GHG) 
emissions.”  

PM Vishwakarma gets 
over 1.40 lakh applications 
within 10 days of its launch

New Delhi:  The PM 
Vishwakarma scheme has 
received more than 1.40 lakh 
applications within a period 
of ten days, said Narayan 
Rane, Union Minister for 
Micro, Small, and Medium 
Enterprises (MSME) on 
Wednesday. 

Providing information on 
the success of the PM Vish-
wakarma Scheme, through 
his post on X (formerly 
Twitter), he wrote that PM 
Vishwakrma Yojna is a result 
of Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi’s farsighted vision.

“Receiving of such high 
numbers of applications 
within ten days of the launch 
of the scheme is a testa-
ment to the success and the 
paramount importance of the 
scheme,” he added. 

The Union Minister 
further stated that the PM 
Vishwakarma Scheme, will 
be a milestone for the com-
prehensive development of 
our socially and economical-
ly underprivileged Vishwa-
karma brothers and sisters 
and it will restore their lost 
identity which has been long 
awaited. 

Through this scheme Vish-
wakarma brothers and sisters 
will be provided training, tool 
kits, and collateral free loans. 

After successfully verifying 
the received applications, all 
the scheme’s benefits will be 
extended to our Vishwakarma 
brothers and sisters. 

The Union Minister said 
that this scheme aims to 
enhance traditional artisans 
and craftspersons production 
capacity and take their prod-
ucts to domestic and global 
markets. 

Under the scheme, 18 types 
of artisans and craftsmen will 
be benefited.

KolKata: The Indo-Pacific 
Chamber of Commerce was 
launched on Thursday dur-
ing the Indo Pacific Economic 
Conclave 2023 organized by 
the Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry in asso-
ciation with the Ministry of 
External Affairs.

Through the Indo-Pacific 
Economic Conclave 2023, 
the Bengal Chamber aims to 
foster economic cooperation, 
regional integration, and sus-
tainable development across 
the Indo-Pacific region, the 
release said.

The Conclave brought 
together Chambers of Com-
merce, leaders represent-
ing industry, diplomats and 
trade agency experts from 11 
Indo-Pacific countries for the 
formation of the Indo-Pacific 
Chamber of Commerce.

As per reports, after dis-
cussions with the delegates 
of 11 participating countries, 
a Charter was also released.

“Indo-Pacific is an impor-
tant framework and we are 
already beginning to build the 
financial, physical, economic, 
and commercial architecture 
by concrete step-by-step 
measures,” Prime Minister’s 
Economic Advisory Council 
Member Sanjeev Sanyal who 

was the Guest of Honour of 
the Conclave said in his ad-
dress.

Emphasizing that the 
Indo-Pacific Framework is 
a maritime concept, Sanyal 
said, “The maritime aspect 
of this is absolutely critical 
because without taking this 
into account much of the con-
versation is meaningless but 
once you go into a maritime 
framework then the way you 
look at the world changes. So 
once you begin to think in 
maritime terms you begin to 
have a far more flexible world 
view than when you have a 
landlocked view of the world.”

Speaking about the finan-
cial aspect of this framework, 

he said, “Instead of having 
rigid financing systems 
we need to have a globally 
fluid network of financing. 
Indo-Pacific region also has 
some serious finance hubs. 
Example: Singapore, Tokyo, 
Mumbai. Interlinking all of 
these is the key.”

“We intend to international-
ize the Indian Rupee over the 
next decade or so for it to be 
much more widely used. India 
aspires to be like other hard 
currencies like Yen, Pound, 
Singapore Dollar, and Euro. 
We do expect that the Indian 
bonds will be more widely 
used. India is becoming a more 
prominent part of the inter-
national financial network,” 

he added.
He also mentioned that ESG 

(environmental, social and 
governance) is becoming more 
and more popular. However, 
Sanyal cautioned that the way 
norms are defined or the way 
these norms are monitored 
is still being worked out in 
the North Atlantic which is 
problematic.

“Many of the global frame-
works and ranks are still 
almost done exclusively by 
institutions that are in the 
North Atlantic. So, if there is 
to be Indo Pacific Framework 
and if ESG are to be a part of 
this at all, then this must be 
redefined otherwise it will not 
work,” he said.

Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry President 
and Managing Director and 
CEO of Exide Industries Ltd 
Subir Chakraborty said that 
the theme for the first day of 
the Indo-Pacific Economic 
Conclave is ‘Collaboration and 
Cooperation towards Common 
Goals in the Indo-Pacific’.

As the global economic 
landscape continues to evolve, 
the Indo-Pacific region holds 
immense potential and signifi-
cance, making it a focal point 
for international economic 
discussions. 

New Delhi: This festive 
season, the small sellers on 
e-commerce platforms are 
looking to spend 75 percent 
more than they did in the year 
on online advertising to drive 
sales, according to a latest re-
port by management consult-
ing firm Redseer.

Mrigank Gutgutia, Partner 
at Redseer, said, “The festi-
val period would likely enable 
sellers, especially the smaller 
ones, to come out of the chal-
lenging sales environment and 
they were optimistic of strong 
growth.” “Accordingly, they are 
willing to significantly ramp 
up their advertising spending 
on the e-commerce platforms 
during this festive period,» 
Gutgutia said.

The festival season typically 
runs from late September or 
mid-October to December 
when consumer spending 
sees a spike.

Overall, across different-

sized sellers, the report antici-
pates a 15 percent spending 
growth in online ads from the 
previous year’s festival season 
and a 50 percent growth versus 
business-as-usual periods of 
this year.

Flipkart and Amazon, the 
biggest e-commerce plat-
forms in the country, have an-
nounced their flagship season 
sales in the second week of 
October, which will build up 
to Diwali in the second week 
of November, reported Money 

control.
Online retailers expect fes-

tive season sales to rise up to 
20 percent from the year-ago 
period to over Rs 90,000 crore 
as consumer spending nor-
malises and margins improve 
due to rising ticket sizes of 
purchases.

The first online festive 
season sales were held in the 
country in 2014. Over these 10 
years, the ecommerce market 
has grown almost 20 times 
from a gross merchandise 

value (GMV) of Rs 27,000 
crore in the fall of 2014 to an 
expected level of Rs 5,25,000 
crore in 2023.

The number of annual 
transacting users has jumped 
15 times to hit 230 million 
this year. The festival season 
is expected to see a minimum 
of 140 million shoppers doing 
transactions online.

This year could see in-
creased contributions from 
higher margin categories like 
beauty & personal care (BPC), 
home & general merchandise, 
fashion, etc, the report said.

“Over the last several quar-
ters, we are seeing enhanced 
GMV contributions from cat-
egories beyond electronics. 
While electronics sell a lot in 
the festive period, looking at 
the bigger picture and compar-
ing the festive sale periods over 
the last several years, there is 
a clear trend of category di-
versification,” Gutgutia said. 

DehraDuN: The Uttara-
khand chief minister Pushkar 
Singh Dhami signed invest-
ment MoUs worth Rs 4,800 
crore with different companies 
in London.

The minister was in Lon-
don to attend a roadshow for 
the Global Investors Summit 
which will be held in Uttra-
khand this December.

As per reports, MoU worth 
Rs 380 crore were signed with 
Kayan Jet, while investment 
agreements totalling Rs 100 
crore were signed with Usha 
Breco.

Up to 80 business houses 
from various fields like educa-
tion, tourism, IT, and health 

sectors of London participated 
in the main event organized 
in London.

During the visit, the delega-
tion had the opportunity to 
tour India House and Parlia-
ment House. At India House, 
the state government delega-
tion engaged in extensive dis-
cussions with representatives 
from major travel and tourism 
companies in London. Chief 
Minister Dhami invited all 
investors to join the forthcom-
ing Global Investor Summit. 
The Indian High Commis-
sioner, Vikram Doraiswami, 
commended the Uttarakhand 
government for its diverse poli-
cies and optimistic vision.

RBI reviews flow of credit to MSME sector Bank Credit Growth likely to slip 
at 13-13.5% in FY23-24 : CRISIL

Rs 256 Cr granted to MSMEs 
under ‘Vivad se Vishwas-I’ 

Uttarakhand CM inks Investment MOUs worth Rs 4,800 cr during London visit

Money laundering via illicit trade 
hovering at 5% of India’s GDP: FICCI 

SIDBI to Launch GST Sahay, App for 
Invoice Financing Loans for MSMEs

Upcoming Festive Season to witness 75% rise in online 
advertising by small sellers on E-Commerce Platforms

Indo-Pacific Chamber of Commerce Launched in Kolkata
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New York: US intelligence 
agencies provided information 
that led Canada to hold India 
responsible for Khalistan leader 
Hardeep Singh Nijjar’s killing, 
according to Western-allied of-
ficials, The New York Times 
reported.

Following Njjar’s killing on 
June 18 outside a Sikh temple in 
British Columbia, “American spy 
agencies offered their Canadian 
counterparts context that helped 
Canada conclude that India had 
been involved.” However, the 
two allied officials, who spoke to 
the newspaper on the condition 
of anonymity, said the “most 
definitive intelligence” on the 
killing was collected by Canada.

The report coincides with US 
Ambassador to Canada David 
Cohen’s claims that Canadian 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s 
allegation against India was 
based on “shared intelligence 

among Five Eyes partners”.
Other than Canada, the five 

eyes intelligence sharing net-
work is made up of the US, the 
UK, Australia and New Zealand, 
and was founded in 1946.

The US remained unaware 
of the plot, or evidence linking 
India’s involvement in it, until 

after operatives had killed Nijjar, 
allied officials said, adding that if 
US officials had they would have 
immediately informed Ottawa 
under the intelligence agencies’ 
“duty to warn” doctrine. Further, 
they said that the Canadian offi-
cials had also warned Nijjar, but 
“had not told him that he was 

the target of an Indian govern-
ment plot”.

“The United States routinely, 
and automatically, shares huge 
amounts of intercepted com-
munications with its closest 
intelligence partners, includ-
ing Canada. But the contextual 
information about the killing 
was shared deliberately as part 
of a package of various intel-
ligence streams, “ The Times 
report said. The NYT reached 
out to a White House spokes-
man who declined to comment. 
According to the report, the US 
officials were reluctant to dis-
cuss the killing because America 
wants to maintain a fine balance 
between both its allies.

US Secretary of State Antony 
Blinken has urged India to co-
operate with Canada and ensure 
“accountability” over Nijjar’s 
killing. Speaking to reporters on 
the sidelines of the UN General 

Assembly on Friday, Blinken 
said the US has been in touch 
both with India, with which it 
has warming ties, and Canada, 
a close ally. “We want to see ac-
countability. And it’s important 
that the investigation runs its 
course and leads to that result, 
“ Blinken said.

After claiming that Indian 
agents played a role in the mur-
der of Canadian citizen Nijjar 
on Canadian soil, Trudeau on 
Thursday called on India to co-
operate on the investigation. 
He said that Canada shared 
evidence on Nijjar’s killing with 
India “many weeks ago”.

Trudeau’s accusation has led 
to a diplomatic spat between 
India and Canada with New 
Delhi rejecting Ottawa’s claims 
as “absurd and motivated”, fol-
lowed by tit-for-tat expulsions 
of senior diplomats and travel 
advisories. 

On behalf of Canada, Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau has 
apologised for honoring a 
Ukrainian man in Parliament 
who fought for a Nazi unit dur-
ing the Second World War.

In a statement on Wednes-
day, Trudeau said: “This is a 
mistake that deeply embar-
rassed parliament and Canada, 
“ the BBC reported.

“All of us who were in this 
House on Friday regret deeply 
having stood and clapped even 
though we did so unaware of 
the context... It was a horren-
dous violation of the memory of 
the millions of people who died 
in the Holocaust.” He said what 
happened was “deeply, deeply 
painful” to Jewish people and 
the many millions who were 
targeted by the Nazi genocide. 
Trudeau also apologised di-
rectly to Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelensky, who was 
visiting Canada and present in 
Parliament at the time of the 
incident on September 22, say-
ing: “Canada is deeply sorry.”

Zelensky was among those 
pictured applauding the 
98-year-old Yaroslav Hunka, 
who had served in the 14th 
Waffen-SS Grenadier Divi-
sion, a voluntary unit made 

up mostly of ethnic Ukrainians 
under Nazi command. The 
Division members have been 
accused of killing Polish and 
Jewish civilians, although the 
unit has not been found guilty 
of any war crimes by a tribunal. 
In the Canadian Parliament, 
Hunka got a standing ovation 
and was praised as a Ukrainian 
and Canadian “hero”.

Trudeau’s apology comes a 
day after Parliament Speaker 
Anthony Rota, who has as-
sumed responsibility for in-
viting the veteran, resigned, 
saying he was not aware of 
Hunka’s Nazi ties. “The Speak-
er was solely responsible for 
the invitation and recognition 
of this man, and has wholly 
accepted that responsibility 
and stepped down, “ the BBC 
quoted the Prime Minister 
as saying in his statement on 
Wednesday. The incident has 
drawn widespread condemna-
tion. Pierre Poilievre, leader of 
Canada’s opposition Conserva-
tive Party, called the incident 
the “biggest single diplomatic 
embarrassment” in Canada’s 
history.

Canadian Jewish organ-
isation Friends of Simon Wi-
esenthal Center for Holocaust 
Studies has said “questions 
remain as to how this debacle 
occurred”. The debacle has 
also played into Russia’s ac-
cusations that Ukraine is run 
by neo-Nazis, even though 
Zelensky is himself Jewish.

Kremlin spokesperson Dmi-
try Peskov expressed outrage 
about the Canadian honour 
and said: “Many Western 
countries, including Canada, 
have raised a young generation 
that does not know who fought 
whom or what happened dur-
ing the Second World War.” 

British Indian MP, 21 others 
urge UK to halt FTA talks 
over Manipur violence
LoNdoN: Indian-origin Brit-
ish MP Nadia Whittome has 
tabled an early day motion in 
the House of Commons calling 
the UK to halt its Free Trade 
Agreement (FTA) talks with 
India in the wake of the ethnic 
violence in Manipur.

The motion, 
signed by 21 
other MPs, 
also urged the 
government to 
raise the is-
sue of human 
rights violations in Manipur 
with the Indian government.

“While the Tories are nego-
tiating a free trade agreement 
with India, minorities face 
persecution under BJP rule. 
I tabled a motion highlight-
ing the campaign of violence 
against the Kuki-Zo people in 
Manipur, “ Whittome wrote on 
X (formerly Twitter) recently.

“FTA talks must be halted 
while this continues, “ the 
Labour MP for Nottingham 
East added.

The motion tabled earlier 
this month notes “the ongoing, 
grave human rights violations 
in Manipur, India, includ-
ing acts of sexual violence, 
extrajudicial killings, home 
destruction, forced displace-
ment, torture and ill-treat-
ment, predominantly targeting 
the Kuki-Zo people, a tribal 
community who are largely 
Christian”. Highlighting that 
UN experts have raised seri-
ous concerns about the slow 
and inadequate response by 
India, the motion stated that it 
“recognises that these human 
rights violations occur as part 
of wider attacks on religious 
and ethnic minorities across 
India, many of which public 
officials have been accused of 
aiding and abetting”.

US UAW to add strike 
targets against ‘Big 
Three’ automakers 

The US United Auto Workers 
(UAW) union has planned to 
add strike targets against the 
‘Big Three’ American auto gi-
ants -- Ford, GM Stellantis -- on 
Friday if there was no major 
progress in their contract nego-
tiation, a source told the media.

The list of potential strike 
targets in the next stage involves 
engine and transmission fa-
cilities, as well as large pickup 
trucks and SUV factories, Xi-
nhua news agency quoted the 
UAW source as saying to The 
Detroit News on Wednesday.

Like last week, the new loca-
tions for strike would be an-
nounced at 10 a.m. on a Face-
book livestream hosted by the 
union, and the strike will begin 
at noon on Friday. The UAW’s 
unprecedented strike against 
the Big Three is now on its 13th 
day. The UAW went on strike 
on September 15 at three se-
lect facilities of Ford, GM and 
Stellantis, and expanded the 
strike to 38 General Motors 
(GM) and Stellantis facilities 
on September 22.

Nationwide, 18, 300 UAW 
autoworkers at 41 Ford Mo-
tor Co, GM and Stellantis NV 
facilities in 20 states are on 
strike, asking for higher wages, 
pensions for all workers and 
elimination of the tiered wage 
systems.

ToroNTo:  Several Khalistan 
supporters rallied outside In-
dian diplomatic missions in the 
Canadian cities of Vancouver, 
Ottawa and Toronto following 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s 
allegation of India’s involvement 
in the murder of radical Sikh 
leader Hardeep Singh Nijjar.

Nijjar, a designated terror-
ist in India, was gunned down 
outside a Sikh temple in Surrey 
on June 18 this year with Kha-
listanis across Canada holding 
Indian diplomats responsible 
for his death.

In downtown Vancouver, 
around 75 people gathered 
outside the Consul General 
of India on Monday chanting 
pro-Khalistani slogans, where 
demonstration was staged atop 
a large flag of India placed on 
the wet ground, the CBC news 

outlet reported.
Vancouver police closed the 

300 block of Howe Street in an-
ticipation of the event -- called 
by Khalistani outfit Sikhs For 
Justice (SFJ) -- which came 
amid a heavy police presence.

Meera Bains, a Sikh-Canadi-
an journalist posted a video of 
the protest on X, which showed 

a poster of Prime Minister Na-
rendra Modi garlanded with 
slippers.

She wrote: “Protest in front of 
the Indian consulate underway 
on Howe Street in Vancouver. 
So far a few dozen people but 
very organised with flags, signs, 
loud speakers, and PM Modi 
image on cardboard.”

Gurpatwant Singh Pan-
nun, leader of SFJ, which 
was banned by India in 2019, 
was also present during the 
protests in Vancouver, and 
said that they are here “to shut 
down every Indian Consulate 
in the world today because the 
Indian back face has come to 
the front face”.

While announcing the pro-
tests a week ago, Pannun had 
said that they would also be 
calling for the expulsion of High 
Commissioner Sanjay Verma.

Pannun, whose properties 
in Punjab were recently con-
fiscated by the Indian govern-
ment, had recently released 
a video with a view to divide 
Hindu and Sikh communities 
in Canada, asking all Hindus 
of Indian-origin to go back to 
their mother country.

washiNgToN: The US 
economy seems to be head-
ing the China way with a bur-
geoning debt outweighing slow 
growth as the spurt in federal 
spending since 2021 touches a 
whopping $8 trillion. Also, the 
dollar’s reign as the unipolar 
global currency is threatened 
with regional blocs in Asia 
and Europe wanting to trade 
in local currencies.

The US economy could face a 
“long, slow grind” as huge debts 
take their toll. There has been $8 
trillion in new federal spending 
since 2021. “Many nations have 
come to regret massive stimu-
lus campaigns, as the result-
ing debts weighed on growth, “ 
UK’s Financial Times reported. 
Americas “mini growth miracle” 
spurred by trillions of dollars in 
government spend may turn 

out to be a burden on the US 
economy eventually.

According to the Rockefeller 
International chair the US 
economy’s resilience against 
aggressive rate hikes from the 
Federal Reserve was indeed 
surprising. The foundation 
however warned the spurt in 
federal spending -- and debt 
-- under the Biden administra-
tion will eventually take its 
toll, report said. Many nations 
have come to regret massive 
stimulus campaigns, as the 
resulting debts weighed on 
growth. Big spender China was 
credited with ‘saving the world’ 

after 2008 global meltdown, 
but it has experienced slow 
growth since then.

“Post-miracle, the US will 
face similar headwinds. When 
the stimulus and other tem-
porary boosts wear off, the 
American economy could 
settle into a long, slow grind, 
“ the Times observed. An anti-
dollar drive spearheaded by 
Asia has spread to Europe, 
with France growing sour on 
the greenback’s dominance.

Economic experts feel the 
emergence of regional groups 
such as BRICS, SCO, ASEAN, 
pose a great threat to the US 
greenback as trading within 
the groups start rising. The 
dollar’s supremacy in global 
trade faces fresh challenges 
as several countries float 
plans to use local currencies 

in commerce. Russia and 
Iran are working to create a 
gold-backed stable coin, while 
France has pursued a trade 
deal with China in Yuan, US 
media reports said. More and 
more countries draft plans 
to boost the use of alterna-
tive currencies. Nations from 
China and Russia to India 
and Brazil increasingly want 
to trade in non-dollar units 
-- with projects ranging from 
the use of local currencies to a 
gold-backed stablecoin and a 
new BRICS reserve currency.

Now, even Europe appears 
to be jumping on the anti-dol-
lar bandwagon, with French 
president Emmanuel Macron 
recently warning against the 
continent’s dependence on 
the greenback, the Business 
Insider noted.

New deLhi: A meeting of 
Indian intelligence agencies 
discussed how Canada-based 
Khalistani terrorists are now 
openly threatening local Hindus 
and pro-India Sikhs and defac-
ing temples there, sources said.

Pro-India Sikh leader Ripu-
daman Singh Malik was killed 
in Canada’s Surrey in 2022 and 
sources said his murder was 
orchestrated by Hardip Singh 
Nijjar, who was recently killed 
by rivals. However, Canadian 
agencies never initiated any 
probe against Nijjar or any 
Khalistani operatives, they said.

Incidents of defacing of tem-
ples in the recent past were also 
discussed in the meeting.

The officials also discussed 

how Khalistani supporters were 
openly intimidating Indian dip-
lomats in Canada and as per 
them, this was clear cut violation 
of Vienna Convention.

Other topics of discussions 
included the subtle support for 
Khalistani separatists, resulting 
in the exclusion of moderate, 
pro-India Sikhs from major 
gurdwaras in Canada due to 
the influence and resources of 
pro-Khalistan elements (PKEs).

Intelligence agencies’ records 
indicated that Punjab was cur-
rently facing significant chal-
lenges due to extortion schemes 
originating from Canada. “Gang 
members based in Canada em-
ploy drones to transport drugs 
from Pakistan, which are then 
distributed throughout Punjab. 
A portion of the proceeds from 
these illegal activities is funneled 
back to Khalistani extremists 
operating in Canada. It is also 
affecting Punjab, “ a source said.

After 2016, Punjab witnessed 
target killings of Sikhs and Hin-
dus and Nijjar was behind this. 
It was discussed in the meeting 
that Canadian agencies, instead 
of doing a fair probe, were giving 
shelter to Khalistani extremists. 

Fisheries Development 
Oman Participates in 
Russia’s Global Fishery 
Forum & Seafood Expo 2023

Muscat (Oman) Fisheries De-
velopment Oman (FDO) partici-
pated in the sixth Global Fishery 
Forum & Seafood Expo from 
27th to 29th September 2023 in 
St. Petersburg, Russia, as part of 
its commitment to sustainable 
growth and global expansion.

The Expo featured over 400 
companies from 34 Russian re-
gions and 14 countries, sprawl-
ing over 26,000 square meters 
of exhibition space. With 139 
speakers on the roster, the event 
promises a convergence of indus-
try leaders, traders, and retailers.

Badar Said Al Naabi, Group 
Director – Business Develop-
ment, remarked, “As a key player 
in Oman’s fisheries and aquacul-
ture sector, FDO’s involvement 
underscores Oman’s position as 
a large fish producer in the GCC 
region, in addition to its role as a 
net exporter of fish and fish prod-
ucts. To elevate this position, 
Oman is working to expand its 
seafood exports and access new 
markets. This involves comply-
ing with market requirements 
and best practices, focusing on 
food safety, and sustainability, 
and maintaining an environ-
mentally friendly approach. In 
addition, the Sultanate of Oman 
offers attractive business incen-
tives and ensures a clear business 
environment, alongside continu-
ous improvements in fisheries 
infrastructure and regulation 
of the value chain”.

Gopal Misra

The on-going 
clashes since 
September 6 

on the Afghan-Paki-
stan borders have caused worries in 
New Delhi, if not anxiety, that how 
are they going to impact the already 
fragile security environment in the 
region. The situation appears to be 
heading towards a worst scenario 
following the reports of a large scale 
military’s crackdown on the Afghan 
refugees in Karachi. India through 
diplomatic channels has been plead-
ing with the democratic world that 
the repression of the hapless Af-
ghan refugees should immediately be 
stopped. It should also be examined 
from a larger perspective, especially 
the confrontation between the Paki-
stani army and Tehereek-i-Taliban 
Pakistan (TTP), which might lead to 
a large scale repercussion.

The Taliban Government in Kabul 
has not only denied the Pakistani al-
legation that the TTP is being backed 
by the Afghan Government, it has 
also been countered and have ac-
cused Islamabad for indulging in 
lies and double-speak. Therefore, 
the sudden eruption of the Khalistan 
issue having full support of Pakistan 
needs to be examined from a larger 
security perspective of the region, 
point out Indian strategic affairs 
experts. It is also being stated that 
following the exit of the USA from 
Kabul, China’s influence in the region 
has further increased. 

The trust deficit between Afghani-
stan and Pakistan has further caused 
anxiety in the region. In this con-
text, the biography of the Pakistani 

military dictator, General Pervez 
Mushrraf, is being frequently quoted 
that much funds in dollars had been 
raised by Pakistan from America 
by handing over the underground 
Taliban leaders to the Americans 
in lieu of millions of US dollars. 
The case of Abdul Salam Zaeef, the 
Taliban ambassador to Pakistan, was 
handed over to American agents, just 
after the September 11th attacks on 
New York. 

With a large number of the Afghan 
refugees in India, the deteriorating 
Pak-Afghan relationship would also 
be impacting India. Islamabad’s 
open support to Khalistanis could 
be an effort to divert the world’s 
attention from the bigger crisis brew-
ing between the two countries. The 
recent crack-down by the army on 
the Afghan refugees in Karachi might 
become human tragedy. It is esti-
mated and also according to a UN 
report, the numbers of the Afghan 
refugees are being estimated to be 
about 15000, but the actual figures 
could be in lakhs. Many among them 
might seek asylum in India. Already 
a large number of them are staying 
in India on emergency visas.

Pakistani Army’s Hard-line
For the Indian strategic affairs 

experts, the grim situation is get-
ting further alarming with the each 
passing day, especially following the 
adoption of the hard-line against Ka-
bul being adopted by the generals in 
Rawalpindi, the headquarters of the 
army. Earlier, it was hoped that the 
new army chief, Asif Munir, would 
finally succeed in winning back the 
confidence of the Afghan Taliban 
and a permanent truce might finally 

be arrived at between Islamabad 
and Kabul.

It appears that Asif Munir is busy 
in asserting his political role. He has 
already succeeded in installing An-
waar-ul-Haq Kakar, as caretaker PM. 
However, according to the watchers 
of the political and military develop-
ments in Pakistan, he has so far not 
been able to win confidence of army’s 
powerful factions once the erstwhile 
army chief, Jawed Qamar Bajwa and 
Faize Hamid. These two top military 
officers had always been enjoying 
confidence of the Taliban.  If Bajwa 
is remembered as one of the most 
influential chiefs, Faize Hamid was 
one of the most effective chief of the 
Inter Services Intelligence (ISI). Both 
Bajwa and Faize Hamid are known to 
be having excellent ties with Kabul, 
but the present incumbent in the ISI, 
Nadeem Ahmed Anjum, does not 
enjoy the proximity his predecessor 
have had with the Taliban.

Similarly, Kakar’s elevation as PM, 
who is from Baluchistan and a first-
time senator, could not obtain much 
support from the strife-torn prov-
ince, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa(KPK), 
where the TTP has emerged as a 
major political force. The former PM 

Imran Khan’s party, Pakistan Teh-
reek-e-Insaf (PTI), has been ruling 
the  province for several years, is not 
opposed to TTP. Similarly, Jamiat 
Ulema-e-Islam(F), which is running 
hundreds of schools or madarasas 
has students supporting TTP. An-
other influential political outfit in 
KPK is Awami National Party of Wali 
Khan, son of the legendary Abdul 
Gaffar Khan or Frontier Gandhi. It 
means that the Pakistani army does 
not have adequate political ground 
support in the region, where the TTP 
continues to occupy vast territories 
of Chitral.

Political Solution 
Unless fresh polls are held and 

the two former prime ministers, 
Nawaz Sharif of Pakistan Muslim 
League –Noon and Imran Khan 
are allowed to contest , the army 
does not have adequate political 
support to deal with the strife. There 
is a trust deficit between Kakar and 
the people of KPK. He had initiated 
his political career in the Muslim 
League of the army dictator, General 
Pervez Musharraf. Earlier, he was 
groomed by the GHQ known for 
having closed door sessions with 

the country’s policy makers, brief-
ings to the country’s political and 
military elite, sessions on building 
anti-Baluchistan narrative. Born 
in 1971, he is a post-graduate in 
political science and has been closely 
associated with the National Defence 
University, Islamabad.

Earlier, with a view to accommo-
date the regional aspirations of the 
people of the region, Islamabad had 
conceded the the erstwhile territories 
of the FATA in to the existing prov-
ince of KPK. With this it has become 
multiethnic comprising Pashtuns, 
Hindkowans , Saraikis and Chitralis.

Indian Concerns -Earlier, KPK 
was a part of the all-inclusive Indian 
culture and was known as Gandhara. 
The ruins of its ancient capital, Push-
kalvati still narrate its glorious past. 
It has frequently been mentioned 
in Vedic epics, including Rig Veda, 
Ramayana, and Mahabharata, and 
its valiant people had repulsed the 
invading army of Alexander. Before 
the colonial rule, it was under the 
secular regime of Maharaja Ranajit 
Singh, though British called him a 
Sikh ruler. 

The region has always been a part 
of India. During the Mughal rule as 

well as under the British regime, the 
people from Afghanistan could freely 
move in the undivided India. It may 
also be noted that during the coun-
try’s freedom movement, the people 
of the region were on the forefront of 
the freedom struggle. Abdul Gaffar 
Khan, who is also remembered as 
Seemant Gandhi or Frontier Gandhi, 
one of the confidants of Mahatma 
Gandhi, had vehement opposed In-
dia’s partition in 1947. 

It may be recalled that on January 
20, 1988, much against the advice of 
the then Pakistani dictator, Zia-ul-
Haq, Indian PM Rajiv Gandhi had 
flown to Peshawar to pay last respect 
to the Frontier Gandhi. He was ac-
companied by Sonia, and several 
Indian ministers. Late Abdul Wali 
Khan, son of the Frontier Gandhi, 
had launched the National Awami 
Party. Its current president is Asfan-
dyar Khan, one of the grandsons of 
the Frontier Gandhi. 

Tens of thousands of mourners at-
tended his funeral including Afghan 
President Mohammad Najibullah, 
marching through the Khyber Pass 
from Peshawar towards Jalalabad, 
where he was later buried as per his 
wishes. He had never accepted divi-

sion of Pakhtoon territories by the 
Durand Line, and the issue continues 
to haunt Pakistan-Afghan relations. 

The failure of the 20-year US-led 
military operations in Afghanistan 
finally leading to the exit of the 
western power could not force the 
people of the war-ravaged country to 
succumb. It, however, led to a large 
number of refugees being poured into 
Pakistan. They are estimated to be in 
millions during decades of successive 
wars facing unprecedented hard-
ships. Many among these refugees 
are reported to be living in peace 
in the aid camps with restricted 
access to education, healthcare and 
employment.  It is estimated that 
1.3 million are registered refugees 
and 880,000 more have legal status 
to remain in Pakistan, according to 
the latest United Nations figures.

The ongoing crackdown against 
the Afghan refugees, many among 
them living since two generations, 
in and around Karachi, are be-
ing implicated in false cases as 
drug trafficking or for smuggling 
in weapons. The crisis, accord-
ing to the observers in New Delhi, 
might further deepen leading to a 
much-bigger eruption of violence. 
It is being apprehended that any 
large scale confrontation between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan might 
not only disrupt the fragile peace 
in the region, it would adversely be 
affecting India too.

Gopal Misra has been as-
sociated with national and 

international media. His books on 
journalism and geo-politics have 
been well-appreciated. Views are 

personal.

India’s Headache Since 1971
PAKISTAnI ARMy’S OPERATIOnS In KPK REMInDS GEnOcIDE OF BAnGlADESH

US provided canada with intelligence on nijjar’s killing: nyT 

Pro-Khalistani protests held outside Indian diplomatic missions in canada

On behalf of canada, Trudeau apologises 
for honouring nazi veteran

Indian agencies discuss threats to Sikhs, Hindus 
in canada from Khalistani supporters

‘US economy headed china’s way as debt outpaces growth’
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New Delhi: The first 
photo of the newly-wed Aam 
Aadmi Party Rajya Sabha 
MP Raghav Chadha and 
Bollywood actress Parineeti 
Chopra, posted immediately 
after their wedding rituals, 
has gone viral on social me-
dia.

The viral photo shows 
Parineeti in a pink saree with 
a matching choora. We can 
see her sporting sindoor. She 
opted for minimal makeup 
and a heavy neckpiece.

Raghav looks handsome 
in a black suit designed by 
his maternal uncle and can 
be seen holding on to his 
wife. Both are posing for 
cameras.

Earlier, the sister duo (ten-
nis star) Sania and Anam 
Mirza revealed their look 
from their bestie Parineeti’s 
marriage. They both looked 
ethereal in ethnic outfits.

Sania wore a multi-
coloured sharara set and 
paired it with a mauve pink 
dupatta. She completed the 
look with choker neck piece 
and matching earrings. With 
dark brown lipstick and 
glossy makeup, Sania kept 
her hair tied in a bun.

Anam sported a parrot 
green ruffles-style saree. She 
accessorised the look with 
a watch and a bracelet, and 
kept her hair open.

Celebrity designer Man-
ish Malhotra, meanwhile, 
looked his dapper self in a 
silver bandhgala and white 
pyjamas. He paired the outfit 
with matching dupatta and 
black shoes.

Meenakshi Bhattacharya
New Delhi 

Waheeda Rehman will be 
honored with Dadasaheb 
Phalke Award, Hon’ble 
I & B minister Anurag 
Thakur said. Actress Wa-
heeda Rehman, who has 
left an indelible mark with 
her acting in the cinema 
world, has once again come 
into limelight. The actress 
has been selected for the 
biggest award in the cin-
ema world, the Dadasaheb 
Phalke Award. This is a 
time when the historic Nari 
Shakti Vandan Act has been 
passed by the Parliament. 
During this time, this Life-

time Achievement Award 
is being honored to those 
women who have dedicated 
their lives after films.

Union Information and 
Broadcasting Minister An-
urag Singh Thakur has an-
nounced the name of the 
53rd Dadasaheb Phalke 
Award. Last year this honor 
was given to Asha Parekh. 
Now this honor will be giv-
en to Waheeda Rehman. 
Union Information and 
Broadcasting Minister 
Anurag Thakur tweeted, “I 
feel extremely happy and 
honored to announce that 
Waheeda Rehman ji will be 
honored with the prestigious 
Dadasaheb Phalke Lifetime 

Achievement Award this 
year for her outstanding 
contribution to Indian cin-
ema. Being honored with”. 

He further mentioned, 
«Waheeda ji has been 
praised by critics for her 
roles in Hindi films. Her 
films include Pyaasa, Kaagaz 
Ke Phool, Chaudhavi Ka 
Chand, Saheb Biwi Aur Gh-
ulam, Guide, Khamoshi and 
many more. In her career 
spanning over 5 decades , 
She has played her character 
very beautifully. That is why 
she got the National Film 
Award for the role of a Kul-
vadhu in the film Reshma 
Aur Shera. Waheeda ji, hon-
ored with Padma Shri and 

Padma Bhushan awards, has 
given an example of dedica-
tion, strength and commit-
ment of an Indian woman. 
Who can touch heights even 
at the professional level with 
her hard work».

You must all know that 
Waheeda Rehman was 
born on 3 February 1938 
in Chennai and she entered 
the Telugu industry in the 
year 1955. After this, she 
made her Bollywood de-
but in 1956 with the film 
CID. The actress›s charac-
ter was very much liked in 
this film. Waheeda Rehman 
was awarded the Filmfare 
Award for Film Guide in 
the year 1965.

Waheeda Rehman will be honored 
with dadasaheb Phalke award

Raghav-Parineeti’s first picture 
as husband-wife goes viral

‘Just Married’
raghav looks handsome in a black suiT designed by his 

maTernal uncle and can be seen holding on To his WiFe. boTh 
are Posing For cameras

DoMinick roDrigues
Panjim

Lighthouses have been as-
sociated with legendary tales, 
even as they guided shipping 
to safe shores amidst the 
deadly, rocky outcropping 
in the sea that often smashed 
up unwary ocean-going ves-
sels. Today, Lighthouses are 
being given a new lease on life 
through focus on their unique 
tourism aspects that provide 
thrills to tourists.

Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi recently expressed hap-
piness over the inauguration of 
the Indian Lighthouse Festival 
(Bharatiya Prakash Sthamb 
Utsav) at Aguada Fort in Goa 
and noted the growing enthu-
siasm towards Lighthouses as 
key tourist spots.

The Indian Lighthouse 
Festival was held in Goa from 
September 23 to Sept 25 to 
highlight lighthouses, which 
are an essential part of navi-
gation and whose structures 
have – throughout antiquity 
– beckoned ships and tour-
ists alike with their mystery 

and scenic allure. The Festi-
val witnessed cultural exhi-
bitions, sessions highlighting 
maritime history and culture, 
classical performances, light 
and sound shows, melodious 
evenings with celebrity singers, 
coastal cuisine and community 
engagements. 

Union Minister for Ports, 
Shipping and Waterways 
Sarbananda Sonowal had in-
augurated the Festival along 
with the Goa Chief Minister 
Dr Pramod Sawant and Union 
MoS Shripad Naik, besides 
State Tourism Minister Ro-
han Khaunte and Goa MLA 
Michael Lobo. 

The Festival aims to trans-
form historic lighthouses into 
tourist hotspots through the 

Public Private Partnership 
route,” Sonowal said, add-
ing “This Festival is a process 
to unravel the rich heritage 
of these iconic sites, while 
rejuvenating the age-old clas-
sics among these lighthouses 
across coastal India to become 
catalysts of educational, cul-
tural and tourist hotspots.”

“For far too long, these 
silent sentinels of our coast-
lines were left ignored while 
serving as the light of hope 
to scores of sailors and ships 
amidst the darkest nights,” 
he said, adding “This Festival 
is our Mission to inform, 
engage and educate all about 
the vital role this historic 
beacons have played in our 
nation’s history.”

The Festival is aimed at re-
juvenating the rich maritime 
history of India’s 75 historical 
lighthouse sites that will be 
developed as major tourist 
destinations, while also un-
raveling their illustrious sto-
ries to the world. The Marina 
Beach in Chennai recently 
hosted a satellite event that 
celebrated the rich heritage of 
the Indian lighthouses.

As part of the “Reform to 
Transform” initiative, the 
Modi Government enacted 
the “Marine Aids to Naviga-
tion Act, 2021 by repealing 
the Lighthouse Act, 1927 
to provide a framework for 
development, maintenance 
and management of aids to 
navigation in India

kavita sharMa

As the world celebrates Tourism 
day September 27 it is important 
to understand the responsibilities 
we all have, to save the beauty 
and diversity of our beautiful 
Planet Earth. Tourism does not 
only have an economic impact 
but also influences social, cultural 
and sustainable development. 
It is our responsibility to offer a 
clean and green environment for 
the future generations. Every year 
the United Nations World Travel 
Organization (UNWTO) selects 
a host country to create a unique 
theme for the event. This year 
Saudi Arabia is the host coun-
try and theme for World Tour-
ism Day 2023 is “ Tourism and 
Green Investments”. It focuses 
on investments in environment 
friendly tourism projects. 

The two-days (27-28sept) 
Tourism event started in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia with participation 
of around 500 government of-
ficials and tourism experts from 
120 countries. UN Secretary An-
tonio Guterre says “ Tourism is a 
powerful force for progress and 
mutual understanding. But this 
force must be protected and nur-
tured to deliver its full benefits. 
On the World Tourism day we 
recognize the vital need for green 
investments to build a tourism 
sector that delivers for the people 
and the planet. So let us do more 
to harness the full potential of 
sustainable tourism because it is 
for betterment of future for all.” 

Green Investments for a sus-
tainable future

 Tourism is one of the larg-
est industries that contributes 
to the global economy. It pro-

vide jobs to millions of people 
around the world. The sector 
majorly suffered in 2020-21 of 
pandemic, the investment and 
especially foreign direct invest-
ment also dropped. But since 
then Global tourism is gradually 
bouncing back slowly. Experts 
believe that global tourism re-
quire more green investments 
for a sustainable future. The 
investments should not only 
be quantitative but qualitative 
with an factor of “green” in it. 
It is important to understand 
both the supplier and demand go 
together. One has to be a respon-
sible tourist towards the environ-
ment. According to Prateek Hira, 
President and CEO of Tornos, 
Investment in tourism is not 
only economic pursuit but also 
a social welfare initiative. As it 
generates employment, empow-
ers local communities,enhances 
lifestyle, protects culture and tra-
dition, and above all tourism can 
mitigate environmental impacts. 

 There is a need to reduce 
emissions that will provide more 
investments in green building in 
hotels, resorts and restaurants.
To ensure Climate resilient infra-
structure through new adapta-
tion methods. This will help in 
bridging the gap and achieve 
sustainable Development Goals 
in the developing world. 

Meenakshi Bhattacharya 
New Delhi 

As we know, nowadays, the 
southern part of India is reign-
ing the ‘film award winner’ and 
again the Malayalam film choos-
en for Oscar. The Malayalam 
film ‘2018: Everyone is a Hero’ 
took up the baton to represent 
the country at the Oscars, leav-
ing everyone behind. This film 
by Jude Antony Joseph is made 
in the context of the terrible 
floods in Kerala in 2018. The 
film starring Tovino Thomas, 
Kunchacko Boban, Alif Ali took 
the box office by storm when it 
was released in May this year. 
According to statistics, it is the 

highest grosser in the history of 
Malayalam cinema. 

Jury board chairman Girish 
Kasarvalli told the media that 
the film was chosen for its in-
novative subject matter like 
‘climate change’. In the crowd 
of 22 films like ‘The Kerala Sto-
ry’, ‘Rocky Aur Rani Ki Prem 
Kahani’, ‘Ghumar’ in the list, 
finally it is in favour of fate, 

‘2018-Everyone is 
a hero’. This time, 
‘2018’ is going to 
compete for the 
best international 
feature film on 
the stage of Oscar.  
Everyone from the 
director to the crew 

is naturally excited about this 
news. In the words of lead actor 
Tovino Thomas, ‘2018 is finally 
India’s official entry on the stage 
of the Oscars, there could be no 
better news than this. After the 
adversity we shot, this kind of 
news is really heartening. Direc-
tor Joseph said, “It feels good to 
think that the film will represent 
the country at the Oscars.” 

ramita bags twin 
medals at asian 
games 2023

arun kuMar rao
Bengaluru 

Ramita Jindal logged India’s first 
individual medal with a bang in 
the Asian Games 2022 being 
played in Hangzhou. Touted as 
one of the most promising shoot-
ers in India, the Gun for Glory 
(GFG) athlete fired her way to a 
bronze medal in the individual 
10M air rifle women’s event while 
her GFG stablemate and Olympic 
hopeful Mehuli Ghosh finished 
fourth. Also, the duo along with 
Ashi Chouksey brought home the 
team silver medal. “I feel like being 
on top of the world. It is like a dream 
come true. The medals belong to 
everyone who believed in me and 
supported me,” said the 19-year-old 
from China. “I dedicate these medals 
to my parents who have supported 
me through the thick and thin of my 
shooting journey thus far,” said the 
Hansraj College student.

Ramita’s performance at the 2023 
Asian Games was nothing short of a 
remarkable feat. With unparalleled 
precision and unwavering focus, 
she showcased her extraordinary 
talents throughout the competition, 
ultimately securing the bronze medal 
behind Chinese athletes Han Jiayu 
and Huang Yuting who secured Gold 
and Silver respectively. Her achieve-
ment is a testament to her relentless 
commitment to excellence and the 
world-class training she receives 
at Gun for Glory Shooting Acad-
emy which was founded by London 
Olympic medallist Gagan Narang-
who is an Asian Games medallist in 
his own right and Shri Pawan Singh, 
Hon Secretary General, National 
Rifle Association of India.

india ageing report 
unveils critical insights 
into elderly care 

FW Desk
New Delhi

United Nations Population Fund 
(UNFPA), India, in collaboration 
with the International Institute 
for Population Sciences (IIPS), 
unveiled the highly anticipated 
“India Ageing Report 2023.”  
This report sheds light on the 
challenges, opportunities and 
institutional responses surround-
ing elderly care in India, as India 
navigates a demographic shift 
towards an ageing population. 
The report was jointly released 
by Saurabh Garg, Secretary, 
Ministry of Social Justice and 
Empowerment, Government of 
India and Ms. Andrea M. Wojnar, 
UNFPA India Representative 
and Country Director Bhutan.

meeting ali Fazal on 
the sets of ‘Fukrey’ 
was serendipity 
says richa chadha

MuMbai: Bollywood actress Richa 
Chadha, who has been an integral 
part of the ‘Fukrey’ franchise, shared 
her feelings about missing her actor-
husband Ali Fazal, on the sets of 
‘Fukrey 3’. Ali is known for his role 
as Zafar in the comedy series, but 
couldn’t be a part of the third instal-
ment due to scheduling conflicts. It 
was during the filming of the very 
first instalment of the film, when Ri-
cha and Ali’s love story blossomed As 
they fondly remember their journey, 
Richa acknowledges the role that 
‘Fukrey’ played in bringing them 
together. “Meeting Ali on the sets 
of ‘Fukrey’ was serendipity, “ Richa 
said. The actress added: “Our love 
story began as friends, and the film 
holds a special place in our hearts as 
the origin of our journey together.”

Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) President Sukhbir Singh Badal addresses during 
a programme on the 110th birth anniversary of INLD founder and former 
deputy prime minister Chaudhary Devi Lal, in Kaithal on September 25. 
J&K National Conference MP Farooq Abdullah and former Haryana CM Om 
Prakash Chautala are also seen.  PHOTO-PRABHJOT GILL 

Punjab Mazdoor Sangharsh Committee activists raise slogans as they block railway tracks during a protest demanding 
flood compensation, MSP guarantee law and debt relief in Amritsar on Thursday. PHOTOS-PRABHJOT GILL 

gulshan kuMar
Jagadhri 

St Thomas School, Jagadhri is conducting various Metaverse 
immersive learning programs for students to explore space, 
discover the world and time travel in history using the latest 

Metaverse technology. The program 
is being conducted by Gurgaon based, 
Drishta technology, a pioneer in the 
cutting-edge technology. 

Grade VI to X students of St Thomas 
School, Jagadhri experienced first of 
its kind Metaverse immersive learning 
program “Space Exploration: Discover 
Life on Exoplanets” in partnership 
with Drishta 360VR. Students ex-
plored uncharted worlds with the 
advanced Metaverse Virtual Reality 
technology. The cutting-edge tech-
nology enabled students to visit the 
International Space Station in Earth’s 
orbit and meet astronauts living there. 

They stepped into the future of space travel and visited 
the Trappist-I exoplanet system beyond our Solar System. 
Students learnt about discovery of exoplanets and watching 
Hubble Space Telescope, was an unforgettable experience. 
Students were teleported millions of light-years away from 
Earth with the state-of-the-art Metaverse VR technology 
and explored different exoplanets. The program provided 
individual experience with unparalleled immersion. 

satish hanDa
Ambala/ Panchkula

Haryana Chief Minister Mano-
har Lal Khattar launched a spe-
cial campaign to save the young 
generation from drug addiction 
and announced Drug -free Hary-
ana cyclothone rally to cover 19 
districts across the state and give 
message to the people, especu-
ally youths to remain away from 
ill effects of drugs. The rally was 
warmly welcomed by the resi-
dents in Haryana from where it 
passed, which arrived at Ambala 
on 22nd September on way to 
Panchkula, scheduled to reach 
there on 23rd September 2023. 
Satinder Siwach SDM Ambala 
and DSP Asheesh welcomed 
the rally of a group of about 250 
cyclists after completing their 

journey in Ambala district and 
entered Panchkula from Bagwali 
village of Raipur Rani block.

The drug-free Haryana 
cyclothone event, which was 
flagged off by chief minister 
Haryana Manohar Lal Khattar 
from Karnal on September 1 
reached Panchkula on Septem-
ber 23 after passing through 
19 districts in the state with 
the theme of the cyclothon as 
“Ek cycle yatra, nasha mukti ke 
naam.” After completing their 

journey in Ambala district the 
rally entered Bagwali village of 
Raipur Rani block of district 
Panchkula after passing through 
villages Mauli, Bataud. Barwala, 
Jalauli, Alipur and ITBP BTC 
Bhanu and Ramgarh. During 
its journey, the rally was joined 
by the large number of local 
youths. A culture programme 
at Yavanika Open Air Theatre, 
Sector 5, Panchkula in the eve-
ning would be the highlight of 
the event.

At Ambala, the residents 
had thrown flowers on the the 
members of the rally shout-
ing slogans ‘Bharat Mata Ki 
Jai’. A police man of 7 feet 5 
inch height was an attraction 
in the rally led by Bhupeshwar 
Dayal a special officer of chief 
minister Haryana. Among rally 
members included a man of 
age 75 years and a woman of 
age 64 years on cycles who 
were highly appreciated by 
the people. Satinder Siwach 
SDM while addressing said that 
Haryana is a state of milk, curd 
and Desi ghee which is being 
polluted by a handful of drug 
smugglers and the suppliers for 
their self-vested interest and 
while addressing he cautioned 
youths to beware of the ill ef-
fects of drug. 

Warm welcome to drug-free haryana cyclothone rally in haryana state india’s nomination in the oscar race is 
malayalam film “2018 -everyone is a hero”

World Tourism day 2023 focuses 
on green investments…

indian lighthouses Festival in goa highlights maritime Tourism st Thomas school conducts 
various metaverse immersive 
learning programs for students


